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Itis an attempt to make a really artistic thing at
a price which any one can afford. The wood is Red
Oak. It is handsomely panelled and carved. The
upper tier has a swell front. There is a 2-foot glass.
The interior arrangement provides 2 toilet drawers, a bonnet closet ( which may be a medicine chest
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printing-press of the convent of St. to his only child, Anna Augusta Smyth,
James at Mt. Ripoli, Italy, the press the realty to be held in trust for her for
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being worked by the nuns, who were life. If she leave no child and fail to
exercise the power of appointment, the
A good, bright, orphan girl, thirteen of the order of St. Dominic.
realty is to be divided in equal shares
years old, is in need of kind foster parSix religious received the black veil, among the Roman Catholic Orphan
ents to adopt her, or to keep her during and two novices the white veil, at St.
Asylum, the Hebrew Orphan Asylum
her minority. For particulars apply to Elizabeth's Convent, Cornwallis, Perm.,
and the Mission of the ImmaculateVirRev. John Flatley, Cambridge, Mass.
dedicating their lives to the service of gin, in charge
of the Rev. James DoughNext Wednesday, Friday and Satur- the Indians and negroes in the United erty.
day are fast days, the autumn Ember States, as Sisters of the Blessed SacraSunday, Sept. 9, was a red-letter day
ment, the order founded by Mother
Days.
v
in New England. At Haverhill, Mass.,
Katherine Drexel.
The silver jubilee of St. Paul's Church,
took place the golden jubilee of CathThe Right Rev. George H. Doane,
Cambridge, will be celebrated on the
olicity in that city. Early in the mornof St. Patrick's Cathedral, Newark, N. J.,
first Sunday in October.
ing St. James' Church, of which Father
protonotary apostolic, has just cele- O'Doherty permanent
is
rector, was conThe corner-stone of the new French brated his seventieth birthday. MonCatholic church in Merrick, Mass., was signor Doane was once an Episcopalian, secrated by Bishop Brady. Later, pontifical high Mass was celebratedby Archlaid on Thursday, Sept. (i.
the son of the late Bishop Doane of New
bishop Williams, the Very Rev. William
The fiftieth anniversary of the first Jersey, and brother of Bishop Doane of
Byrne, Y. G., acting as arch-priest; Rev.
Mass celebrated in Monson, Mass., was Albany.
Hugh P. Smyth, Bo3ton, deacon of
observed on Sept. 7, 8 and 9.
The church of St. Joseph, Fitchburg, honor the Rev. William Orr, Cambridge,
The Forty Hours' Devotion will take was consecrated last Sunday week, by sub-deacon of honor ; the Rev. John M.
place, next week, in St. Augustine's the Rev. Thomas D. Beaven, bishop of Mulcahy, Arlington, deacon of the
Church, Andover, and St. Peter's Springfield. The congregation of St. Mass ; the Rev. James Lee, Revere, subJoseph'sare French Canadian Catholics, deacon of the Mass; the Rev. D. C.
Church, Plymouth.
the pastor being theRev. C. Triquet, M.S. Riordan, crozier-bearer ; the Rev.
James
St. Josepb's Church in Fitchburg, The corner-stone of St. Joseph's
was laid J. O'Brien, Somerville, book-bearer, and
for French Catholics, was consecrated eight years ago.
the Rev. John J. Graham, master of
on Sept. 2, by Bishop Beaven, who also
For the week ending Sept. 9, 20 chil- ceremonies. The sermon was preached
celebrated pontifical high Mass.
dren? 8 boys and 12 girls were re- by Monsignor Magennis of Jamaica
The Vacation Home at Lynn, Mass.,
ceived into the Home for Destitute Plain. In the afternoon, the Rev. M.
for poor children of the Cathedral SunCatholic Children ; 3 boys and 10 girls J. Doody, chancellor of the diocese,
day-school, under the direction of the
were placed in families; 9 boys and preached at a special service for the
Rev. F. X. Dolan, D. D., haß closed its 17 girls
were restored to relatives. children. On the same day, Archbishop
first session, and set an admirable ex- Remaining
in the Home Sept. (3
198 Martinelli, the papal delegate, dedicated
ample in the right direction.
children ?132 boys and bb' girls ; on St. Mary's Church, Dedham, the Rev.
Padre Viscenzo Vannutelli, who vacation, 3ti boys and 48 girls; total on John H. Fleming pastor, celebrating
died last month in Italy, was a cousin roll, 282. The following subscriptions pontifical high Mass, and Bishop Bradof the two Cardinals Vannutelh and a and donationshave been received : Hon. ley of Manchester, N. 11., preached. In
member of the Dominican order. He P. A. Collins, Mr. Daniel McSweeney, Providence, R. 1., Bishop Harkins of
was for some time a traveler in eastern $10 each; Rev. Thomas W. Coughlan, $5 ; that see dedicated the church of the
countries, and wrote several works on Mr. C. J. Foley, $2; Friend, Friend, Holy Name, and the sermon was by
the eastern churches and peoples which Friend, $1 each. Donations of money, Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia. In
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the evening there was pontifical Vespers by BishopTierney of Hartford, and
Bishop Beaven of Springfield preached.
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dinary or commonplace. The wood is oak.
The design is full of beauty. The price is
ridiculously low.

Gold Medal Awarded the Magee
Furnace Company.

In addition to those already received, the
Magee Furnace. Company have just been
awarded, at the Paris Exposition, another
gold medal on their celebrated ranges and
heaters.

$100 Reward $100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to learn
that there is at least one dreaded disease that
science has been able to cure In all 1U stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Care Is the only
positive cure known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
taken Internally,acting directly upon the blood nasi
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have
so much faith In Its curativepowers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
«- Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
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WTehk'sNews.
Out of the chaos of affairs in
Russia and France China came a definite piece of into Leave Pekin. formation this week, to the effect
that France had given her formal
assent to the Russian plan for a withdrawal from
Pekin, and that instructions were cabled on Monday
to that effect from both St. Petersburg and Paris. Not

only the troops, but the diplomatic representatives of
the two nations, are to retire from the Chinese capita
to Tien-Tsin, " as soon as circumstances permit."
How soon that may be remains to be seen. Of course
the press of the world, which pretends to be deeply
informed on matters political, sees in this movement
on the part of France and Russia profound political
significance. The Americans will, it is said, also retire
from Pekin at the same time as the Russians and
French, leaving the British, German and Japanese
troops in the capital. These two latter are apparently going to stay much longer in Pekin, since they
are receiving re-inforcements, and making preparations which do not look like retirement.
China is said to be seeking peace.
Peace, Perhaps. At least, that seems to be the
feeling in Washington. The cvidence in support of this theory is an edict issued
by the Chinese Emperor on Aug. 27, directing Li
Hung Chang to proceed without delay to Pekin for
the purpose of co-operating with Prince Ching in the
negotiations with the powers. The text of this edict
was cabled by Li Hung Chang himself to the Chinese
Minister in Washington, and was presented by the
latter to Acting Secretary of State Hill. The edict was
signed by the emperor, instead of the empress dowager, showing that the Chinese government understands the decree of the powers not to deal with the
latter in the negotiations for peace. This is regarded
as significant, and may be expected to facilitate the
settlement. The edict presented by Mr. Wu confirms
the report that Prince Ching has been associated with
Li Hung ChaDg for the purpose of negotiating terms
of peace. This fact affords further evidence of the
desire of China to win the confidence of the powers,
as Prince Ching, a member of the reigning family, is
regarded as the most influential and the ablest man in
China who is friendly to the foreigners.
England seems to be very much
more excited over the massacres of
Much Excited. missionariesandnative Christians
in China, than is America. All
correspondents
of English papers in China are
the
sending terriblestories of the wholesale slaughter that
has marked the Boxer uprising. It is asserted that
during July between 10,000 and 20,000 converts were
massacred in the northern provinces. Large numbers
of missionaries are still unaccounted for, and small
hope is entertained of their escape. Native reports
are subjected to the most careful scrutiny, with the
result that, although there may be some exaggeration, it is impossible to doubt that, in the
main, they are correct. The horror is intensified
by confirmation of the reports that the women
were subjected to unspeakable barbarities and
tortures. All these things are working the British
people up to a high pitch, and the newspapers are
England Very

calling loudly for swift punishment. Here in this
country no such frenzied state of the public mind
exists, though of course there is nobody who does
not feel the most intense pity for the Christian
people who fell into the hands of their Chinese
enemies, and who suffered death or torture at their

hands.

A terrific storm swept over
America's
southern and central Texas on
Most Deplorable Saturday and Sunday last, causCatastrophe. ing a loss of 5,000 lives and a damage to property of $20,000,000.
The city of Galveston is reported to be in ruins as the
result of the fury of the elements. The waters of the
gulf, driven by the force of the hurricane, swept up
over her wharves and buildings along the water front,
inundating even the streets in the higher parts of the
city. Dozens of buildings fell before the rush of the
waves, and the residents had to choose between facing
death in their crumbling houses or in the water-filled
streets. No less than eight ocean steamships and
?cores of smaller craft were swept from their moorings
by the force of the storm in Galveston Bay. The

Mallory liner "Alamo" was tossed up on top of the
Mallory line wharf, and the British steamship "Taunton " was driven ashore on Pelican Island. Fort San
Jacinto, in which was stationed Battery O, First Artillery, was swept away, and reports indicate that
both officers, Captain William C. Rafl'erty and Second
Lieutenant J. C. Nichols, are dead. Governor Sayers
of Texas calls it " the most deplorable catastrophe in
the history of America."
As is usual on such occasions, there
The Two Sides of are examples of the better and of
Human Nature. the worse side of human nature.
Scarcely was it known that this
appalling disaster had occurred in Galveston than in
many cities throughout the country money was subscribed to aid the survivors, fifteen thousand of whom
are homeless and without food or water, utterly dependent upon outside aid for succor. It is gratifying
to see the readiness with which the people of this
country respond, thus, to the cry of the needy. But
there are fiends in human form who take advantage
of misfortune to do wrong. Martial law has been proclaimed in the stricken country?too late, however,to
prevent lawless outbreaks. Soldiers are performing
the duty of policing the streets. This service is absolutely necessary, because of the organized bands of
blacks and whites robbing the dead and dying, and
committing worse outrages. Boston is not behind her
sister cities in offering help to Galveston. Last Tuesday Mayor Hart sent the following telegram to the
mayor of Galveston " What help from Boston will be
most acceptable? What do your sufferers most require from our people, who send heartfelt messages of
friendliness ? " As we go to press a reply has not been
received, but it is quite probable that Boston will
have an opportunity to show its generosity to the
stricken capital of Texas.
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time has scattered Commandant Botha's forces and
is pushing on with all despatch to Komatipoort, where
the open door into neutral territory may be closed.
This is the way affairs in South Africa appear to the
people of England. To others it may present a much
different aspect.
Samuel Gompers, president of
Military Rule the the American Federation of
Labor, charges the military offiReason.
cers with suppressing laborunions
in I'orto Rico. He asserts that military rule, rather
than American civil law, obtains in Porto Rico. "The
military authorities," says Mr. Gompers, "do not permit the associations of organized labor to conduct
their affairs as is done in the United States. Men who
are active in the movement to organize the working
men of that island are placed under arrest by the military authorities." A similar outrage, according to
Mr. Gompers, occurred last year in Havana, while
General Brooke was governor. He took vigorous measures to suppress the eight-hour movement, which was
in progress among the Cuban working men. At that
time eight of the officers of the organization in charge
of the movement were arrested, under General
Brooke's orders, without any charges whatever being
preferred against them.

The State Department at Washington hasreceived
Sefior Aspiroz, the Mexican ambassador, a communication, conveying Mexico's invitation to the
United States to participate in the international
American congress to be held in the city of Mexico in
October, 1901. A similar invitation has been addressed to the governments of the several states of
the International Union of American Republics.
from

The attorney-general, in an opinion to the postmaster general at Washington, holds that all of the
so-called " card chain " schemes that recently have
Despite Lord Roberts' annexa- been operated
through the mails are violations of the
The Cost of
tion of the Transvaal, the Boers lottery law. Postmasters will
be called on to notify
Jingoism. keep piling up the "butcher'sbill"
all promoters of such schemes of this ruling, and if
Empire.
for the British
The they persist in conducting them, the department
will
British people are said to be rather fond of seeing a be notified of the fact, with a view to further action.
in
after
coming
every
engagement.
heavy casualty list
It guarantees to them that, as it were, there is "someThe Dewey Arch In New York is being repaired
so that the structure may stand the storms of winter,
thing doing" on the firing line, and that Tommy Atkins is earning his shilling a day. But there may be and a coating of plaster will be placed over the parts
too much of a good thing, and it is very doubtful, in- needing it. Arrangements will be made to protect the
deed, if even the most pronounced British jingo can cornices from being broken by the weight of snow,
look complacently upon the list of dead and wounded and iron guards will be placed at the corners of the
that has resultedfrom the South African War. Granted arch to prevent wagons from striking and breaking it.
that the Boer resistance is on its last legs, the sturdy
Twenty-four nuns belonging to the Dominican
farmers are not letting theiradversariesgo unpunished, order, recently
residents of Newark, N.J., are believed
in
forces
the British
by any means. The list of deaths
to have perished in the Galveston hurricane, and
in South Africa from the beginning up to Aug. 25, actheirrelatives and friends in Newark are unable to
Killed in ac- get any
cording to the official statements,
tidings of them.
tion, 2,880; died of wounds, 811 ; died of disease,
The
123rd anniversary of the battle of Brandywine
0,363; died in captivity, 80; accidental deaths, 91.
was
celebrated
at West Chester, Pa , last Tuesday. It
dead,
8,721
510
were
officers
and
Total, 9,231. Of the
non-commissioned officers and privates. In addition, was here that the Continental army is said to have
tbe casualties include 2,833 for the missing and prison- carried for the first time the Stars and Stripes into
ers, aside from those released after the fall of Pretoria. battle.
By a lucky stroke of fortune no lives were lost
Since the 25th ult. there have been other releases of
captive British soldiers, for the burgher troops have in the accident occurring last Sunday to the excursion
no place for the secure custody of prisoners and no steamer "John Endicott," bound from Plymouth to
food to spare for their support. In these circumstances, Boston, which ran on tbe rocks off North Scimate.
it is not improbable that at present there are only a
The total population of flexico, according to the
few hundreds of British missing and prisoners. We
census of that country, is 12,491,573. More
recent
are dealing, however, with the figures as they stood than eighty per cent, of the population is shown
to
includes
the
soldiers
on the 2.">th ult. The return also
be of Indian or mixed blood.
sent home as invalids, who numbered 27,309, raising
Because of lack of school accommodations 17,000
the official statement of the casualties for the British
Brooklyn are crowded out of the public
army almost to the total of 40,000. This, be it re- children in
A
schools.
similar condition, though not to such a
no
of
the
wounded
sick and
membered, makes mention
degree, exists in other cities.
Africa,
South
hospitals
throughout
the
in
soldiers
The " Deutschland," which startedfrom New York
who probably range in number between 15,000 and
Sept. 5, made a recent trip to England. Her time
on
men.
20,000
The London correspondent of the was five days, seven hours and thirty-eight minutes.
The Viceroy of India, Lord Curzon, telegraphs that
The British View New York Tribune says that Lord
Roberts will leave South Africa on the deaths from cholera for the week ending Sept. 1
of the War
At Present. Nov. 1. He also says that in were Native states, 1,930 ; British districts, 4,021.
England there is a marked reForests fires destroyed a number of residences
in South Africa,
vival of public interest in the war
down
near Plymouth, this state, this week.
Lord Roberts is
owing partly to the vigor with which
in
conmainly
politics
but
to
At
Narragansett
Pier, R. 1., last Wednesday night,
conducting operations,
elections.
Lord
Roberts'
a
$400,000
of
approaching
damage
with
the
was caused by fire.
nection
be Komatipoort.
new objective point is believed to
Worcester's population shows a gain of SB per
There was fighting all along the line on Sunday last, cent, during the past ten years.
driven
steadily
to
be
reported
and the Boers were
his tactics to the
The new lightship, number 72, was launched at
back. Lord Roberts has adapted
the
on Monday last.
Weymouth,
warfare,
at
same
and
guerrilla
requirements of
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WhEadtiCorslcSay.

The emperor of Germany is the victim of hereditary parish in a diocese several laymen, representative
disease. The late king of Holland died by inches of Catholics in the highest, broadest meaning of that
an inherited scourge. The domestic trials of the word. Their names would be passed upon by the
royal families of England and Austria are well known. Church authorities and from their number would be
Atoral: Try the Catholic School.
And if the king and queen of Sweden have also their selected a body of men, who, by their experience,
The Catholic Columbian asks and answers an imporprivate skeleton in the closet, the door is double- would be able to grapple with practical politics ; then
tant question to Catholic parents in the following few
locked and the keyhole plugged against the gimlet their intelligence, their honesty, the faithful practice
lines: " The increasing lawlessness among the young, eye
of public inquisition. The domestic blisters of of their religion, and the sanction given their acts by
to what is it due? To the lack of moral training in
European
royalty are aggravated by the perennial ecclesiastical authority would constitute them a thortheir education."
and growing fear of the anarchist, lunatic, or fanatic, oughly representative body of the Church. They
* * *
whose dagger, revolver, rifle and bomb have made would be in a position to speak for the Church and
Just Where We Started.
the lives of crowned rulers worth shorter purchase demand their own rights as Catholic citizens. The
"After sixteen months' fighting," says the Western
place they occupy and the confidence they enjoy
than those of plain Whang the miller, or the ploughWatchman, " we are just where the Spaniards were
would be a sufficient guarantee that such demands
man Hodge."
when we wrested the Philippines from their posses?
would be enforced at the ballot-box."
*
sion. We have garrisoned about seventy towns and "Liberal" Catholics. *
?
* »
The
is
still
country
large
by
hold them.
at
overrun
Extemporaneous Prayers.
those
Catholics who call themselves " libConcerning
the Filipinos."
The Casket has the following pithy paragraph on the
eral," and whose liberality consists in liberally distrib?
»
extemporaneous prayers of Protestantism " Extem*
uting their criticism of councils and bishops, the CathStolen Goods.
are given to poraneous prayer is slowly going out of favor, even
"There are good reasons," says the Ace Maria, "why olic Record remarks: "The persons who
and
criticisms
the
who
censuring
are
ones
would resent among Presbyterians. The more reverent among them
certain Catholic periodicals can be published at a very
any interference in their own business. A disloyal are awaking to the fact that that system affords too
low price; they contain little or no original matter,
spirit is cultivated by those who as- much latitude to the irreverent, the sensational, and
most of their contents being selections from secular and anti-Catholic
be looked upon as liberal,' that is, one who is the foolish. Why, we have heard more information
pire
to
newspapers, pilfered right and left. Stolen goods are
pitied by members of the fold and despised by out- offered to heaven in half an hour by a Protestant
always cheap."
minister who was supposed to be praying at the grave
siders."
?
* »
of a dead parishioner, than the same minister would
Why?
*
*
*
The Lesson of a Life.
dare to offer, as information, to the least intelligent of
"It the public school is all that is claimed for it, how
his
flock. That phase of the question, however, never
England
deplores
says
death,"
While all
his
the
does it happen that there are so many hundreds of
Cotltolic World, of the late Lord Russell, " yet we honor seemed to impress Protestants with the unwisdom of
thriving private schools throughout the country?"
extemporaneousprayer, but we are glad to note that
asks the Catholic Telegraph. "The Review of Reviews his memory because to us he is typical of the Irishmen
of brains and indomitable energy who have risen to they are not prepared to give way to the rising tide
alone contains advertisements of more than two hunplaces of honor and dignity in the British Empire in of irreverance, and that rather will they return to
dred private schools."
spite of the obstacles that the law and public senti- liturgy."
»
*
*
ment
had placed in their paths. When he was a young
* »
*
Not
Christianity.
Culture
Value of the Dally Press.
winning his spurs he had more to contend against The Educational
man
Says the New Century: " If any further reason for the
We have heard the daily press referred to more than
as a Catholic and an Irishman than the young men of
necessity of Christian education were needed it could
this generationhave ; yet in spite of it all he climbed to once by inaccurate speakers as "the university of the
be founded in the fact that Christianity is visibly dethe highest pinnacle of honor, and earned for himself, common people"; which means that the common peoclining around us. There is more kindness, more tolas well as for his race and religion, the praise of the ple are receiving their education from the daily press.
erance, more sweetness in human intercourse among
The kind of education received by those people who
English people."
persons of culture than there ever was; but all this
«
read the daily papers and little else is thus defined by
* *
tolerance and kindness, ivhich is theresult of Christian Aping tbe Pagans.
the Monitor and New Era of London "The amount of
traditions, ought not to deceive us into believing that
Animadverting on the kind of art that decorates the foolish drivel that passes muster in the press nowathe dogmas on which Christianity must rest are not homes of many of
days as elevating literature ' is the despair of educaour people who should have conbeing minimized."
scruples
upon
matter,
the
but who affect a tionalists. Its readers pass from one subject to anscieutious
?
»
*
for
such
lofty
any
scrupulousness,
scorn
the Catholic other in the effort to digest this ' elevating literature'
Making Anarchists Possible.
Universeaaya " Take Catholic homes as you find them, until their minds become as sieves, in which nothing
" Anarchism is an insidious doctrine," says the especially among those who have acquired a little of can remain. The hazy recollection of innumerable
Pittsburg Catholic. "They who preach the gospel of
world's goods, and when it comes to the matter useless ' facts ' makes all real study impossible, and
discontent, they who strive to make capital and labor thebeautifying
of
the walls of their homes, we find almost leads to a condition of inebriated mental conceit that
at enmity with each other, they who antagonize the
given
no attention
to the selection of works of Catholic demands sensation as its necessary food, and thus the
forces of law and order even under the specious guise
'newer journalism ' creates thedemand it satisfies, and
art? reflecting Catholic thought and illustrating Cathof politics, are doing the work that makesthe anarchist
seems
in its own opinion to fully justify its existence."
possible. Whether consciously or not, we have men olic truth. Everywhere we find the evidences of a
?
yielding to the paganistic tendency of the times. Love
* ?
among us seeking preferment at the hands of the
and human passion painted in their most alluring Try the Boot on the Other Leg.
people, who are sowing the deadly seed among us
colors? everything done to animalizemen instead of
Apropos of Lord Roberts' recent proclamation,
that has ripened in Europe."
bringing out the spiritual in them."
completely wiped out, as far as it might, the
which
?
?
?
Republic as a political entity, the New
South
African
No More Insurance Societies Needed.
* * »
World
makes
the following supposition " Suppose
Noting the action of Bishop Schwebach of La Crosse, The Dominicans In China.
that the French invaded England and told the people
"Apropos of present interest in China," remarks
Ind., who recently requested all his clergy to oppose
there that, if they would only take the oath of
the establishment in their parishes of branches of Dominicana, "we remind our readers that the Domini- allegiance to the French government, and go home
outside insurance societies, even if they bear a Cathcan order is generously represented in that land of and behave themselves like loyal subjects of France,
olic name, on the ground that there already exist peril and martyrdom. From the order no fewer than no one would interfere with them, what would Englishenough of such organizations, the Review of St. Louis seven have been taken by the Holy See, and elevated men say? Would they admit that they had no grievsays: "This action of the Bishop of La Crosse will to the episcopal dignity Monsignor Colomer, vicar- ance at all because, they could purchase immunity
find the approbationof all who have the real interests apostolic of Northern Tonquin ; Monsignor Velasco, from disturbanceby being traitors to their country?
of our good people at heart. What we need is not his coadjutor; Monsignor Terres, vicar-apostolic of
We have a sufficiently high opinion of Englishmen to
new societies, but thorough reform of those already Eastern Tonquin ; Monsignor Fernandez, vicar-apos- believe that they would scorn to accept such terms,
tolic of Central Tonquin; Monsignor Cezon, titular and
existing."
would do as the Boers are doing. But the curious
?
?
?
bishop of Biblos; Monsignor Mazot, vicar-apostolic of part of
it is that they are utterly unable to see that
Gain of tbe Church In Hartford.
Northern Fo-Kien Monsignor Clemente, vicar-apos- the Boers have any right to do that which they would
Hartford, according to the official census, has tolic of Amoy. All of these missionary prelates are do themselves as a matter of course under similar cirgained a good full fifty per cent, during the last aided by bands of devoted Dominican Fathers and by cumstances. They really believe that Lord
Roberts is
decade," remarks the Catholic Transcript of that city. numerous native Tertiaries, men and women."
showing wonderful clemency to a stiff-necked people."
?
" The Church has kept easy pace with the general
* *
* »
*
advance. New parishes have been established and Two Plans of Action.
Imitation Catholics.
institutions
new
built. The faithful have become
Regarding that burning question of the hour, CathWhen a real Catholic sees the name " Catholic "
proportionately more numerous. Our birth-rate is olic unity or Catholic federation, the Guidon says: applied
to the Ritualists he may be slightly annoyed,
almost one-half of that of the entire city. We are
Bishop McFaul, of Trenton, in a stirring address to but he is nevertheless very much amused. Of course
prospering. We are here to stay, and with fidelity to the Knights of Columbus, sounded the call to arms.
no one is ever deceived by this assumption on their
the faith, to our conscience and our country, we shall He showed them the way by which Catholics can put
part of the name which of a certainty does not belong
merit a continuance of the blessings which we enjoyed themselves in a position to enforce their demands. It
to any branch of the Protestant church; and a branch
during the decade just closed."
is by organization. And one of the means to that end of that church Ritualism
is, despite the protests of
»
is the federation of the Catholic societies in the coun* »
its followers. Here is the way the freeman, of St.
"As Happy as a King."
try. A glance at the membership of these organizaJohn, N. 8., views the matter "Our Ritualist friends
The phrase, " As happy as a king," remarks the tions will show what a powerful factor in political life make free
with so many distinctly Catholic observNew Zealand loblet, " finds little to support it in the such a combination could become. They number 600,- ances, ceremonies and
practices that, perhaps, we
hard world of facts of our day. For the regal diadem -000, and almost every man of them is a voter; surely should not find
fault with themfor stealing the word
is too often a crown of thorns, and the mantles of here is a lever to move the world. The Rev. .lames T. Catholic and
applying it to their little portion of the
King Priam and Lear seem to have fallen in shreds on O'Reilly, O S. A., would go farther, and the plan he Anglican
communion. Their sense of perspective
of
royal
Europe
of
houses
our
day.
most
the
in
suggests was recently discussed in the Sacred Heart must, however,
be horribly distorted. Catholic is a
Domestic bickerings form the canker-worm of the Review. It will readily be seen that any federation big word to apply
to
Wurtemburg
and
Prussia.
Russia,
Scrofula of Catholic societies, however complete, is still re- can have any adequateany church, bigger than they
royalties of
conception of. Only the one
has set its mark deep in the royal family of Madrid ; stricted and leaves out millions of Catholics who are world-wide and
Church can afford to
time-honored
Insanity
Savoy.
in
of
a
hopethat of
not affiliated with any society. Father O'Reilly would carry it with
lung troubles
and
dignity
truth.
Our friends of the
less type is the woful appanageof the royal stock of have a broader, greater federation made up after this latest sect of
Anglicanism must possess an overBavaria, and to some extent, of that of Denmark. fashion. He would have chosen from each town or weening
self-conceit to think of claiming it."
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" Review."

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 28, 1900.

Review Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.:
Please send me rive copies of your excellent weekly,
the Sacred Heart Review, for one year. 1 hope to
induce a number of the young men here to become
subscribers. I consider your paper just the thing for
them, as indeed for all Catholics ; it is newsy, universal in its interests, stands fearlessly for present duties,
and works intelligently and energetically at them. It
is an inspiration for the younger, and T should think,
a tonic for the older, worker.
Especially pleased that you culled for your last issue that paragraph from the Monitor ami New Era ou
the need of active Catholic societies?always pleased
?so far with your temperance page. I thought I would
not suppress my feeling of thankfulness to you, in
spite of consciousness of my youth and inexperience.
If you should chose to notice this publicly, do not
mention my name.
[These words of praise?from a priest in the West
are pleasant to receive, especially in the midst of the
thoughtless criticism heaped on us lately by men who
ought to sustain us, and applaud what at any rate we
may claim to be our honest efforts.?Ed.]
?

A good, bright, orphan girl, thirteen years old, is
in need of kind foster-parents to adopt her, or to keep
her during her minority. For particulars apply to
Rev. John Flatley, Cambridge, Mass.

When you are moving back to town don't forget to
send us your change of address. Always send old address as well as new.
The soldiers of the Christian nations are reported to
have murdered and robbed the heathen Chinese just
as if the latter had been merely poor Catholic Filipinos.
War in China; war in South Africa; war in the
Philippines; famine in India; threatened famine in
Ireland. This age should certainly be strenuous
enough for the most exacting.

?

The children who are beginning their studies this
under the auspices of the Church may not be
alive, just now, to the great privilege they enjoy, but
later on in life they will understand and appreciate Our Lady of the Factory.
the blessing of a Catholic education.
We referred, in a recent number of the Review, to
the
noble example set to the employers of working
The quickest way for a correspondent to commithis
people
by Monsieur Harmel in France. Another beaucommunication to oblivion via the editorial wastefeature
of his admirablemethodshas come under
tiful
basket is to send it unsigned with full name and adour
notice.
Some years ago, in commemoration of his
dress. We hope that several well-intentioned but
at
buildings
being saved from a conflagraVal-des-Bois
misinformed writersof communications to the Review
tion
which
short
at the foot of a statue of our
stopped
will take this hint.
Lady, Monsieur Harmel put all his works, and then
Some patriot has arisen to suggest that we put lights all his workers, under her special care. Finally, letters
on Bunker Hill Monument, so that it may be seen apostolic
society
year

well as by day. Yes, let us put
Too
many of us are fast forgeton
soon.
lights
the
ting that there ever was a fight at Bunker Hill, and
we seem to be drifting to a period when we shall have
to drape the shaft in mourning.
from afar by night as

readers will find, on page 9, the correspondence,
relative to the Catholic societies' entertainment of the
Cuban teachers, between Mr. Reardon, chairman of
the Entertainment Committee, and President Eliot of
Harvard University. " The Catholic societies helped
very much," says President Eliot's letter, "to make
the visit of the Cuban teachers enjoyable and useful."
In saying this the head of Harvard voices the opinion
of all who witnessed the results of the work of the two
Catholic committees.
Our

New offshoots of Protestantism keep bobbing up continually. The latest is the " Independent Methodist
Church of America." Our separated brethren certainly
do not lack for variety in the matter of religions, but it
is curious, with the large number they have to choose

from, that the discontented ones feel themselvesunder
the necessity, every once in a while, of starting a new
religion. They seek in vain who seek in religious
novelty that peace which passeth understanding.
Only in the Catholic Church, old yet always new, the
true Church of Christ, may this spiritual boon befound.

?

;

"A Vienna correspondent says that the Los yon Ilotn
movement in Austria has practically come to an end.
The receipts of the Gustavus Adolphus Society, which
undertook to finance the enterprise, fell off 40,000
marks last year; whereas, according to report, they
should have gone up with leaps and bounds, in order
to meet the exigencies which were coming into camp.
The movement is passing into history. The Church in
Austria is being purged of a few of its withered members. Protestantism is a questionable gainer by their
alleged adhesion."
It seems that in Austria leading evangelical ministers themselves denounced the Los yon Rom movement
as " unpatriotic and irreligious in its origin," and that
the affair was nothing more or less than a treasonable
political move in favor of union with Germany, accompanied by the nominal and temporary conversion
of a handful of bad Catholics to some form of Protestantism. Our Catholic readers, who are sometimes
alarmed by sinister reports in regard to defections and
leakages, should take a lesson from this affair.

False Impressions of the Cubans.
The Congregationalist, in a latenumber, which seemed
to be ruled by special kindliness of spirit, contained,
however, one article which calls for speedy correction.
It is about " a Protestant preacher among theCubans."
the Rev. Genaro Hernandez by name, a Congregational missionary from Tampa, Florida, who seems to

?

"

?

80,000 or more persons had gone over from the Church
to some form of Protestantism,?the form not stated !
Our esteemed contemporary calls it a movement that
failed, and goes on to remark :?

have come to Cambridge to investigate the religious
raised his new
into an arch-con- status of the company gathered there, and of whom
fraternity for the entire world. It is a Catholic social it is said :
institution, aiming not only at the working man's
" He has met and talked on religious matters with
many who are not Protestants, as weft as advised and
spiritual, but also his material, improvement, and
counseled with the fifty who are avowedly so, finding
striving to promote Catholic unity between various
hut few of the men who profess much save deism,
classes of society. A statue of our Lady, under the
most of them being frankly atheistic and holding only
title of " Our Lady of the Factory, the Patroness of
the most nominal connection with the Roman Catholic Church."
Work," has been solemnly crowned in the cathedral
at Rheims. May the devotion quickly and widely
We are also told that this Protestant preacher is, as
spread!
an orator, " wonderfully expressive and fervid, wearing out his frail appearing body with the passion of his
St. Peter in Rome.
The Independent of a recent date is kind enough to feeling and the abandon of his zeal." The man who
introduce us to a certain "Raffaele Mariano, who pro- is thus glowingly described did, as a matter of fact,
poses some radical reforms in the modern Roman infringe on the generous and courteous methods
Catholic system." How radical they are can be easily whereby the Cuban school was conducted, by publicly
seen when we learn that while he does not wish the soliciting the teachers to attendhisProtestant services.
Italians to become Lutherans, Anglicans, or Old Cath- He was uninvited, and we believe that he was undeolics, but advises them to remain " good Catholics," sired. When he was conversing with the Cubans, it
he finds no room, in his proposed articles of faith, for was noticeable that he did most of the talking. Perthe authority of the ancient or medieval councils, or sons who saw and heard him at Cambridge believe him
the Councils of Trent or the Vatican, nor for St. to be an excitable and untrustworthy observer. As to
Thomas Aquinas, nor for monarchical or Papal forms the Cuban men, those who worked sympathetically
of government by divine right. Yet he would not and steadily among them do not consider them irrehave it to be thought that the Papacy is the work of ligious. They know that they are more or less affected
fraud or deception. "He is able to cite," says the In- by the results of war, and by the disconcerting transidependent, " excellent Protestant authorities, among tional stage of their national life at present. They
these such determined Lutherans as Professor Nosgen know, too, that, like men everywhere, the Cubans do
of Rostock, to show that the best modern scholarship not readily acknowledge the fulness of their faith,
admits that Peter was in Rome and was the first re- especially before unbelievers. But they saw, neverligious teacher in that city. He can further appeal to theless, among these teachers a strength and conthat prince of patriotic and New Testament scholars, stancy of devotion which was thoroughly and satis-

In the latest number of the Christian Register William
J. Fowler, writing on the Kinship of All Religion,"
makes a curious error in stating that Reginald Heber
of Erlangen, in confirmation of the
was a "good Roman Catholic." Heber, if we remem- Professor Zahn,
We commend these statements to
ber correctly, was the Anglican bishop of Calcutta same conviction."
Protestants who may even yet have
in the early part of this century. Mr. Fowler is also those stubborn
audacity?to declare that St.Peter
in error in claiming for Heber the authorship of the the courage?or the
anyhow
never was in Rome
!
lines
There's a wideness in Goil s mercy,
Like the wideness of the sea."
No Need for Much Alarm.
words
was
appear
in
beautiful
The hymn which these
From time to time, a note of alarm is sounded in reFaber.
Father
by
written
gard to the alleged numerous conversions from Rome
in various countries, now in France, now in Germany,
The longevity of the Pope is often commentedupou.
Austria. Such things have been since the
It seems to have aroused the hostility of the anar- now in
began,
alas for, even on Calvary, where in
chists, who if newspaper rumor be true have de- Church
was planted, only one apostle was
cided to kill him as they have killed others in high blood the Church
faithfully standing at his Master's side. Howplaces. It is not very likely that they will obtain an found
in
ever,
but
these days of exaggerated yellow journalism,
opportunity to compass this nefarious purpose,
not always correctly stated. The New Zeaare
even should they do so, the death of the venerable facts
what
Leo would not mean the extinction of the Church. land Tablet gives an instance of this in regard to
Peter
would
from
Rome"
The chain of Pontiffs that began with
is known as the.Ao* ton Horn, or "Away
?imply add another link another Pope would take up movement in Austria, when startling announcements
the burden of the "servant of the servants of G :><!,"
were made that 10,(XK),orU0,0(K), or 50,(XK),yes, and even
»nd the Church would still go on.

"
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factorily consoling.

A POSSIBLE SAINT FOR

THE UNITED STATES.

It is with more than usual gratification that we
gather from authoritative channels further information in regard to the proceedings looking toward the
hoped-for beatification of that valiant woman, Mother
Elizabeth Seton, who planted in the United States the
noble community of the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent dc Paul. While we all hail with delight similar
steps in regard to the Venerable Mothers Barat and
Duchesne of the Sacred Heart Order, and the Venerable Mothers Julie Billiart of the Notre Dame, and
Catherine McAulay of the Mercy Orders, all these
were European born. Mother Seton was from birth
identified not with America only, but with the United
States, our own country; she represents that army of
men and women who have come into the Catholic
Church from the denominations outside its fold ; and

ous taxation that was imposed to stave off a collapse
of the monarchical institution in Italy."
The late King Humbert, it is believed, had the good
St. Jane dc Chantal, wife, mother and widow, before
she became foundress and nun. The late Dr. Glaab of his country at heart, and did what he could, under
of Washington, D. C, who was appointed by his the circumstances, for the benefit of the people,
Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons, to conduct the pre- among whom he enjoyed a degree of personal populiminaries looking to her canonization, has lately larity. But it was universally known and recognized
passed from his life of usefulness to his reward. It that he was a mere figure-head, and was, in fact, the
will mean much to us as Catholics if in this country tool of the unscrupulous tyrants to whom he owed his
that is so wonderfully blessed by the gift of at least position as king.
The so-called "bread riots," which occurred three
being willing to hear the truth, we have granted us
the canonization of one of our own countrywomen years ago, showed the disposition of the people
whose spiritual children have nursed our soldiers on toward the government. A veritable revolt occurred.
the battlefield and in the hospital, lived in our pest- The government woke up to the seriousness of the
houses, shut themselves away from earthly hope with situation, and a prompt and bloody repression was
our lepers, ministered to human want and woe of decided upon and relentlessly carried out.
The serious question arises, Will the people be any
everykind, counting loss to themselves as gain, and
two of whom are in the bloody field of China now. more likely to be content under the new king, Victor
The canonization of Mother Seton will mean not only Emmanuel III.? What is his character ? Will he be
a recognition of all this, but something more, the likely to perpetuate even the virtues and merits of his
placing before the eyes of our people, money-loving, father? He is represented as " diminutive in stature,
indeed, but swift to admire heroic self-abnegation feeble to the point of sitting a horse only with the
when they see it, the example of one who loved greatest difficulty, and in expression careworn and
truth for truth's sake; and finding that pearl of great with the aspect of one who looks out upon the world
price was willing to leave everything to hold it fast. with a perpetual bitterness of feeling." Above all, he
It behooves us then to pray that a worthy successor is notably and unmistakably anti-clerical. He is an
to the lamented Dr. Glaab may be speedily found, and avowed enemy of the Church. In this he departs
to this end we can use the following prayer, indulfrom the traditions of the royal house of which he is
genced by Cardinal Gibbons, " to obtain the glorifithe head. He probably derived his hostility to recation of Mother Seton." Of course, the indulgence ligion from the celebrated general who had the care of
of forty days is not to be gained, unless as applicable his education at a critical period, and who was reto the dead, during this Jubilee Year.
putedly anything but a man of religious sentiments.
God,
O
Who
hast
shown
wonderful
in
Thyself
Young
Victor Emmanuel has not hesitated on occa"
thy servant, Elizabeth Seton,
sion to give expression to hostile sentiments, not
By the sincerity and constancy with which she
only against the temporal power, but against the
sought Catholic truth;
Papacy
itself. This, whatever else may be said, cerBy the heroic generosity with which she embraced
tainly
does
not fit him for the delicate and extremely
it after she found it;
By the strength of soul which she never lost
position
in which he is placed in relation to
difficult
throughout all the trials to which Thou wast pleased
the Vatican.
to subject her;
He has no elements of general popularity. He has
and
tender
finally,
by
piety
And
the solid
which
haughtily
held aloof from the people, and is a stern
flowed from her intimate knowledge of the Holy
military
martinet,
and our writerobserves that, "With
Scripture;
Deign, we beseech Thee, to glorify, here on earth,
in
a
serious
financial crisis and seething
country
the
this valiant woman, to give her numerous imitators,
a very optimistic spirit
require
sedition,
with
it would
and, through their example, and her intercession, to
anything
indeed to foresee
like stability for the
bring

she is, moreover, akin in a marked degree to the
everyday world in its everyday trials, for she was, like

?

?

into the Catholic Church those souls, who,
deceived by the sophisms of heresy, still remain outside its fold. These favors we beg in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ Thy Son, Who liveth and
reigneth with Thee in the unity of the Holy Ghost,
one God world without end. Amen."

CAN THE ITALIAN MONARCHY ENDURE?

throne."
"The project that of late years has been crystalizing itself in the minds of agitators and reformers, is
the establishment in Italy of a federal republic on the
principle of the United States or of the Swiss Confederation. There is no doubt that this form of government would remedy many of the most serious difficulties that at present militate against the existing
regime.
Another advantage advocated for this
federated republic is that it would furnish the means
of satisfying the just claims of the Sovereign Pontiff
for temporal independence. That the project would
not be displeasing to the Vatican has been frequently

.

Catlwlic
World is of the opinion (and gives some pretty good
reasons for his opinion) " that a radical change of
government in Italy is logically and inevitablyan occurrence that must soon be witnessed." The whole
Catholic world is deeply interested in this question,
and it is worth while to inquire what are the reasons, asserted, and there are indications that it would be
or, at least, some of the reasons for this writer's acceptable to Cardinal Rampolla, the present ponopinion.
tifical secretary of state."
In the first place, the monarchical form of governWhatever plan may eventually be adopted, it is the
ment is not generally approved, but only unwillingly opinion of a number of the most far-seeing and disintolerated by the people of Italy. Garibaldi was in terested Italians that a radical change of government
favor of a republic, but Crispi, who became the must occur, and that at no distant day. Whether it
A writer in the September number of the

thinker and statesman of the country, having imbibed English notions while visiting that country, insisted on a monarchy. " A monarchy," he said,
" would unite us ; a republic would divide us."
The truth is that the monarchy of which Crispi was
the soul and moving spring gave the rulers greater
power to tyrannize over the people than could have
been enjoyed in a republic. In aiming ambitiously to
make Italy a leading, first-class power, they ruined
the people and bankrupted the nation. "After twelve
years of Humbert's reign," says our writer, " with
Crispi's imperialistic policy, the crash came. The
national debt had swollen enormously the army was
costing a million francs a day; trouble and disaster
multiplied in the Italian colony in East Africa. Then

;

the banking system broke down; commerce and
agriculture were grievously affected and poverty and
misery and national despair were induced by the oner-

;

..

will occur during the life of Leo XIII. remains to be
seen, but we can not for a moment allow ourselves to
doubt that the principle for which the illustrious Pontiff has so consistently and earnestly contended, the
independence of the Papacy, will in due time be fully

realized.
CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
CVII.
I give up this paper to some miscellaneous remarks
about Luther's treatment of indulgences, and matters
connected with it.
There is a great deal of talk about Luther's famous
theses, but very little knowledge of them. There is a
vague impression that they give, in an undeveloped
form, the essential points of Protestantism. In fact,
they do nothing of the kind. They are crude, for
Luther, it appears, owned afterwards that he did not
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then understand the matter which he handled, but
such as they are they revolve entirely within the general range of Catholic opinion. Even those points of
them which were afterwards pronounced heretical
were, so to speak, Catholic heresy, that is, not pointing to the future Protestantism.
I have repeatedly and carefully read the theses, in the
German, not having been able to get hold of the Latin.
However, as the German is Luther's own, it is a true
original, and probably represents his mind more
pithily and racily than the Latin. Luther wrote a
great deal of rude Latin, but he is always first and
foremost a German peasant, as indeed he is the real
creator of the German language in its final form.
I have not the theses now by me, but I remember
how puzzled I was in reading them that there should
have] been so great a stir over them, either for
or against. There are intimate conditions of the public mind in each age which it is hard for a following age
to apprehend.
There are, however, two theses which have impressed
my mind as calling for special remark. One is, that
if the Holy Father wishes to rebuild St. Peter's he
ought to do so without oppressing his flock and that
instead of promising remission of purgatorial pains as
a reward for contributions, it would better become the
Supreme Pastor to release all the holy souls from purgatory by a single act of benevolent power.
No wonder that Luther, as appears, owned afterwards that he wrote about indulgences before he really
knew what they were. He certainly wrote this thesis
in such a comfortable state of happy ignorance and
irreflectiveness. The thesis would sound perfectly
natural from the mouth of the Rev. Mr. Van Meter of
New York. He has been cited once, as 1 remember,

;

;n the Christian Union, as declaring that he was once
in St. Peter's when the Pope, by a single Mass, set
purgatory entirely empty. But to hear such a proposal from the mouth of a doctorof Catholic theology,
does sound comical enough.
Bellarmine was only some four years old when Luther
died, but certainly it was no novelty, brought in after
Luther's death, which the Cardinal propounds, v hen
he tells us that the Pope is not the Lord, but the

steward of the treasury of merits, non dominus sed
dispensator ; that he may not, with arbitrary wastefulness, squander the treasury of the Church ; that he
could not take his own unconditioned pleasure as the
measure of his actions and yet expect to be acknowledged of God in them. As Pope Innocent 111. says,
that the Holy See may have its judgments ratified by
God, let it take heed to follow the judgment of God.
Yet Luther seems here to imagine the Pope as soarintr
to the zenith of the Church, and of his own mere
motionraining over into purgatory a universal show«r
of universal pardons. He never even stops to reflect
that purgatory is not, as concerns those already in it,
subject to the jurisdictionof the Church, but only to her
intercessions ; that intercession, however acceptable to
God, can never bind Him by the express covenant of a
previous promise; and that, therefore, indulgences
granted for the dead always include an element of pious
submission to the yet undiscovered will of God. Moreover, the Catholic Church has never held that God
means that the Pope, by an arbitrary prodigality of
pardons, should have the power to abolish purgatory.
This thesis is crude to the last degree. I do not know
whether it was pronounced heretical, but certainly it
shaves very closely the border of heresy.
Moreover, how was the Pope to rebuild St. Peter's
without the help of the faithful? He could not possibly do it out of his own means. This famous basilica,
although not the cathedral of Rome
for St. .lohn
Lateran is that? yet in renown and sanctity had for
ages been the focus of Catholic Christendom. That it
should be re edified in a grandeur corresponding to its
greatness was a matter in which every Catholic, from
Iceland to Calabria, was deeply interested. Yet the
Pope laid no tax on the Church to this end. He simply provided, in his pastoral discretion, that every
one who, being contrite and absolved,striving against
sin, above all against mortal sin, should contribute towards rebuilding the Vatican basilica, should receive
?
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Sunday, Sept. 16.
Fifteenth Sunday after Pentecost. The epistle is
from Galatians V., 25 ; VI.-ll ; the gospel St. Luke
VII., 11-16. The epistle is from the same chapter as
the epistle of last week and the first eleven verses of
chapter VI. Last Sunday's epistle began :" I say,
then walk in the Spirit; and you shall not fulfil
the lusts of the flesh," which means, as we then
said: Live according to the dictates of the Holy
Spirit and you shall not fulfil the desires of the flesh,
that is, your actions shall not be controlled by
the aims, ambitions and desires that belong to the
mortal life, or contribute to the satisfaction of your
with the same
animal nature. Today's epistle
thought expressed in other words " And they who
are Christ's have crucified their flesh, with the vices
and concupiscences." The Christian who has taken
his stand under the banner of the cross by baptism is
consistent and loyal to his Master, Christ. Because
he lives by the Spirit he is of one mind with Christ;
his ambition is to be like his Master ; he wishes to
stand near Him, to resemble Him as nearly as may be.
As the apostle expresses it: they who belong to Christ
crucify their flesh with its vices and concupiscences.
Not indeed by really having their body nailed to the
cross, as the body of Christ was nailed, but figuratively
by nailing to the cross, i. e., refusing to indulge, or
gratify, all desires, affections, and inclinations which

:

ing to him the abuses of the quajstorship, and soliciting a remedy, he doubtless would have written to a
good deal of purpose. He preferred writing to all
Christendom, charging the Pope himself, with sarcastic irony, with a gross venality of which certainly no
trace appears in the Pope's provisions concerning the
Petrine indulgences.
The other thesis, which stands earlier in the list, is
danger to religious

:

carefulness of

life, if people are made too sure of the pardon of their
sins. This shows how completely Luther stood yet at
the antipodes of Protestantism. A few years more,
and he himself, with all the Lutherans, will proclaim
that no man is in a state of grace unless he is sure
that he is in a state of grace, and that if he loses
his assurance, he loses his pardon. The Calvinists
went much farther, for they maintained, not only
that a man must be sure of his present justification,
are limited to, or measured by, this mortal life. This
but of his final salvation. I believe, subject to coris what St. Paul means by crucifying the flesh. He
rection, that Jonathan Edwards, about 1745, first
does not mean, as one may be tempted to suppose,
brought the American Calvinists to acknowledge that
simply imposing painful penances on the body, all of
a man might be justified without being certain of it.
which in its own measure and place is good, for he
Although John Wesley, I think, stands about there,
himself, as he tells us elsewhere, chastized his body.
yet lately I noticed a Methodist paper declaring that
But by the flesh, as we noticed last week, the apostle
" there can be no forgiveness except a witnessed for- does not mean the body at all, but the irregular degiveness." Perhaps all would have made some allowsires of the mind and heart. When we subordinate
ance for mental disturbance, but only for that.
these desires, all these ambitions, to the holy will of
It seems, then, that Luther's theses are so far from
God ; when we make them conformable to Christ's
being a forecast of Protestantism that they are directed
ideas on the same subjects, we " crucify the flesh "
right against the vital principle of the coming Protesaccording to St. Paul's idea. Yet this crucifixion
tantism. Luther, thus far, takes up exactly the attiis not a mere idea, barren of practical results, nor a
tude of those English squires who threw the early
state of mind absorbed in beautiful thoughts. St.
Methodists into prison when they said they were sure Paul,
to guard us against this error, enumerates the
that their sins were forgiven. In other words, Luther works
of the flesh, in the epistle for last Sunday, such
here appears as absolutely antagonistic to Protestant- as fornication, sects, murder, drunkenness, etc., etc.
ism as it is possible for a man to be.
When the apostle says that those who belong to Christ
And yet Luther was already a Protestant. He had al- crucify the flesh, he means, as he himself says, that
ready, in his own experienceand convictions,developed the
Christian commits not any of these sins which he
his theory of justification, the very essence of which designates as the sins of the flesh. To enable us to
is the certainty of forgiveness. But he saw that the follow this advice he constantly offers one great means:
time was not quite come for proclaiming this to the
" Walk by the Spirit," and you will not fulfil the deworld. On the other hand, there were all manner of
sires of the flesh. Live according to the dictates of
abuses in the administration of the Church, and
the Holy Spirit. Yet the apostle does not wish to devenality ran riot. This was his chosen point of attack,
ceive us or allow us to imagine that to live by the
especially as here he was himself invulnerable, never Spirit
and to crucify the flesh is an easy thing to do.
having shown through his whole life a touch of this
" For," as he himself reminds us, " the flesh lusteth
low instinct. Accordingly, he drew up his theses,
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh ; for
crude, in part unjust and calumnious, but so skilfully
are contrary one to another, so that you do

directed that when he said indulgences he meant a
whole host of venal abuses, and was sure to command
a burst of universal assent. Suppressing entirely his
intimate Protestant convictions, he throws himself into an exaggerated opposition to even that modest and
qualified confidence of the forgiveness of sins which
the Catholic Church approves.
This skilfully-directed attack, covered up under effusive phrases of devotion to the Holy See, phrases
which, out of old habit, had still a sort of superficial
sincerity, brought to consummation the long threatening breach between the northern and the southern
races, and the former began to look about for a leader.
Now was Luther's opportunity. He throws himself at
the head with his theory of justification, compounded
of sublime filial confidence and antinomian immorality, and the new religion was born. This explains
what he meant by telling Tetzel, as Janssen states,
that the theses were only an occasion. "The child,"
said he, "bad quite another father."
Charles C. Starbii k.
Andover, Mtis*.

Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.

therefor an indulgence, partial or plenary, for him-

self or for the departed.
What was there in this oppressive to the Church ?
Men and women gave or withheld, as they saw lit.
Provision was made that no one should lose the benefit on account of poverty. The German primate gave
great scandal by his choice of unworthy quastors,
some of whom lapsed into gross heresy, and others
into shameful blasphemy, in praising their wares to
the people. Yet Albert himself is explicit and emphatic, in his instructions to his agents, that the poor,
n this matter, shall not find themselves worse off than
therich. Had Luther written to the Pope, represent-

that which urges the
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these

not the things that you would." As long as weare in
this mortal state, there are two natures within us, the
Spirit and the flesh, struggling in antagonism to one
another, and drawing us in opposite directions. We
must only remember that we are the privileged sons
of God_, Who loves us with a special and personal love,
Who is most anxious to aid us on these two conditions
walk by the Spirit " and " crucify
only that we

:

the flesh."

.
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flonday, Sept. 17.
Stigmata of St. Francis.
Tuesday, Sept. 18.
St. Joseph of Cupertino.
Wednesday, Sept. 19Martyrs. Ember
St. lanuurius and Companions,
Day.
Day. Fast
Thursday, Sept. 20.
St. Eustace and
Vigil of St. Matthew, Apostle.
Martyrs.
Companions,
Friday, Sept. 21.
Evangelist. Ember Day.
St. Matthew, Apostle and
Fast Day.
Saturday, Sept. 22.
Villanova. Ember Day. last Day.
St.

Thomas of

Sunday.
It is at the foot of the cross that Mary gives us the
example of the sublimest virtues. What unalterable
patience! What perfect resignation! What heroic
generosity ! What love for God ! What charity for
her neighbor ! Let us, with Mary, stand at the foot
of the cross.

O thou Mother, fount of love !
Touch my spirit from above,
May my heart with thine accord ;
May I feel as thou hast felt;
May my spirit glow and melt
With the love of Christ, my Lord !
Monday.
Suffering comes to us from the hand of God. It is
His weapon which He uses for our sanctification. He
wishes to fashion us according to the operation
whereby He is able to subdue all things to Himself.
Well I know thy trouble,
0 My servant true!
Thou art very weary,
1 was weary too.
But that toil shall make thee
Some day all My own ;
And the end of sorrow
Shall be near My throne.
Tuesday.
Divines distinguish three grades of humility, which
are well expressed in St. Philip's favorite motto
" Despise thyself, despise nobody, despise being despised."
They who now sit lowest here,
When their Master shall appear,
He shall bid them higher rise,
And be highest in the skies.

:

Wednesday.
I remember that the life of a Christian must be a
life with Jesus crucified, and I see upon the crown
these words in letters of light " Is it not worth while?"
and my heart gives forth that act of faith which will

:

:

be carried into every action of my life " Jesus Christ,
true God and true man, my God, my Friend, my
Saviour ! I believe in Thee and love Thee with my
whole heart and soul, and with all my strength and
all my mind."

Thou, Omy Jesu ! Thou didst me
Upon the cross embrace ;
For me didst bear the nails, the spear.
The manifold disgrace.
Thursday.
Give me, O Lord ! the grace to serve Thee on earth,
that I may see the beauty of Thy divine face in the
glory of heaven. This is Eternal Life, to know God

and Him Whom He has sent, Jesus Christ.
High procession! great confession !
Hear the loud triumphal tones.
Martyrs bleeding
Stephen leading
With his crown of precious stones.
Warriors glorious and victorious,
Tried companions of their Lord,
?

Fall before Him and adore Him.
He, the Lamb, is their reward '.
Friday.
What does he know who does not know how to
suffer with Christ ?
For all my nights of perfect rest
May God, Who gave, be thanked and blessed !
Jesus, Who on the cross didst die,
Here on my cross (less hard !) I lie.
Give me the grace this pain to bear
For Thee with patience and with prayer.
Too long Thou wilt not let it last
This night, this life, will soon be past;
And then
In heaven with Thee! No pain, no night ;
But endless love and life and light.
?Fatukb Russell, For Sleepless Nights.
?

?

Saturday.
There stood by the cross of Jesus His mother. The
vicinity of Jesus is a vicinity of delighted grace for
which nature has to pay dearly. Calvary gives its
character to Bethlehem. Calvary was the real inward
life of the Sacred Heart in the Infancy. It was more
the Babe's home than Bethlehem.
At the cross her station keeping
Stood the mournful mother weeping,
Close to Jesus to the last.
Through her heart His sorrow sharing,
All its bitter anguish bearing,
Now at length the sword had passed.

BoaksndT
Curet hought.

tion. Dense uncertainty, however, hangs round the
prehistoric days of Greece. We do not even know
whether the gods of Greece were those of a hunting or
a pastoral or an agricultural people; whether there
"RELIGION IN GREEK LITERATURE."
existed anything corresponding to the temple of hisBy Lewis Campbell, M. A., LL. I). Longmans, Green & toric times, or a class of priests or images of deities.
I
Co., 18U8.]
"All is conjecture, but to let one's fancy play about
Reviewed by the Rev. Humphrey Moynihan, D. D.
the chasm of ignorance may at least serve to counteract the fallacy of supposing that times of which we
About twelve years agoLord Gifford, a judge of the
know nothing were necessarily vacant of activity or
Supreme Court of Scotland, bequeathed the sum offour altogether
rude."
hundred thousand dollars for the purpose of founding
11.
in the universities of bis country lectureships on NatBefore attempting to trace the thread of religious
ural Theology. The book before us is theresultof two
courses of lectures delivered on this foundation by thought in Greek literature, Dr. Campbell adverts to a
characteristic of Greek religion which throws much
Professor Lewis Campbell at St. Andrews. Dr. Campbell is widely and favorably known as the editor of light upon his subsequent study, viz., the freedom of
Plato and the biographer of Jowett. The selection of change which this religion exhibits ; a characteristic,
he considers, due to the fact that Greece lacked an
an eminent Greek scholar as Gifford lecturer is an evidence of the growing interest and importance of the authoritativepriesthood ; and, therefore, religious tradition was not so easily stereotyped as in countries
historical aspect of Natural Theology.
There is no more fascinating study than to trace the where the conservative tendencies of a priesthood
development of a religion from its beginnings, obscure were ever at work tenaciously guarding traditional
as they always are, through successive stages of civili- belief and practice. While Professor Campbell corrects
zation, and to note how men advanced in their con- a current misconception as to the extent to which
ception of God as they rose from a lower to a higher Homer and Hesiod may be said to have created the
plane of enlightenment. In this way alone can we religion of Hellas, still he lays stress upon the fact
hope to obtain an insight into the true nature of the that the religion of Greece took shape under the hands
religious sentiment which underlies all cults and of poets, historians, orators and philosophers. Greece
creeds, true or false, as well as into the laws, if such was pre-eminently the land of spiritual freedom?"freethere be, according to which religious development dom and consequent variation in development are
proceeds. In several religions?notably in those of marked characteristics of spiritual life in Greece."
Although in the Homeric poems we catch a glimpse
India?this process of evolution is easily observed,
but nowhere, as our author well observes, can the of an older order of things, of stormy days when
Cronus ruled the world and fought the Igiants, yet
growth of these higher thoughts, which are the sustaining nutriment of the most blessed life, be traced when the Greek religion first bursts upon our view, it
more vividly than in the Hellenic world. This is the is in all the glory of an organized heaven. At the head
task which Dr. Campbell set himself: "Theaiinof my of the hierarchy of divinities stands Zeus, father of
endeavor is to trace not origins chiefly, but rather ten- gods and man. Mount Olympus of Thessaly is the
dencies? not whence, but rather how and whither- home of the new dynasty. There Zeus holds his
ward the religious consciousness in Greece was moving ; court, and in the winding glens around dwell the
what were the ruling thoughts in each successive age membersof his family? Hera, consort of Zeus ; Athene,
respecting what was conceived as higher than man? the embodiment of wisdom ; Apollo, the ideal of manHow were those thoughts limited or frustrated ; and hood ; Aphrodite, the incarnation of beauty ; Mars, the
what germs of further development were contained in god of war ; Hephaistos, the lame smith ; Artemis, the
them? What in the most general outline was the chaste huntress ; Hennas, the trusty messenger.
Hellenic contribution to the spiritual inheritance of Poseidon rules the ocean ; and Hades with Persephone,
his queen, holds sway over the world of souls. In
humanity? "
these deities we find two entirely different conceptions
I.
Dr. Campbell is concerned with religion chiefly as it blended. The gods are conceived as powers ruling
appears in literature, hence he casts only a passing over the various provinces of nature ; thus Zeus is
glance at the crude beginnings of Greek religions. the lord of the sky, and Poseidon, master of the sea,
And, indeed, concerning this first stage of Greek worand in this capacity of the Homeric gods is seen a
ship there is but little in particular to be said. Al reminiscence of their original functions as nature
natural religions are strangely alike in their em- deities. But if the Homeric gods are lords of the
bryonic state
the protoplasm of primitive religrealms of nature, they are no less clearly invested with
ion is everywhere the same; although to deter- attributes which are distinctively human. They are
mine the elements of this protoplasm, to say human ideals in a superhuman world. Could there
whether there were not a supernatural as well as be anything more human than that famous challenge
a natural factor in it, this is the problem that which Zeus flings at the gods "Go to now, ye gods,
divides the intellectual world. Dr. Campbell seems make trial that ye all may know. Fasten ye a rope
to be of the number of those who maintain that from heaven, and all ye gods lay hold thereof and all
man, left to himself, simply bowed his head before the ye goddesses ; yet could ye not drag from heaven to
mighty forces of nature in the midst of which his lot earth Zeus, counsellor supreme, not though ye toiled
was cast, and made a world to his own image and sore." This characteristic of Greek genius to humanize
likeness by endowing with a life like unto his own the deity to project upon the cloud a shadow of man
inanimate objects which struck his fancy or excited and call it God ?led to a strange medley of glory and
his awe. In the instance of Greece, at least, the shame in the character of the deities whom Greece
author appears to be convinced that nature worship fashioned and enthroned. Zeus is the ideal of wisdom
was the source of its religion. Survivals of the ten- and yet is outwitted by a petty trick, and is in turn
dencies and a precipitate of the cults of primitive guilty of despicable frauds. The gods sometimes seem
times may be distinguished in all such religions when to be omniscient, and yet many things happen which
they emerge into the light of day. Dr. Campbell, could not have occurred with their knowledge. Such
however, does not purpose to give anything like a a composite of strength and frailty could not fail in a
complete account of the primitive elements of the more critical age to lead to criticism and consequent
religion which he handles, but hastens onward to the skepticism.
religion of the " Iliad."
111.
He pauses, however, to devote a chapter to a period
Worthy of note is the vagueness attached to the
upon which history as yet shedsbut a flickering light?
Homeric idea of immortality. " Death is terrible, for
the so-called Mycenean age, " the bloom of an adit is an end." These words of Aristotle express what
vanced civilization." It is, as he notes, a chapter of the Homeric age felt. The unsubstantial ghost which
"
hypotheses. All that can be said with any degree of has fled away is a wretched and feeble being if it may
definiteness is that the religion of this time was "a be said to be at all." In the "Odyssey" there is a
blending'of immemorialusages clinging to each locality clearer conception of a future life, but it is not a
and foreign influences operating at great centres." pleasant one. We hear Achilles exclaiming
" I would
The fire of the central hearth was sacred to the dwellers rather be a laborer on earth and serve for hire some
in Greece as it was to all the branches of the vast man of mean estate who makes scant cheer, than
Aryan family, and the forces of nature were the primreign o'er all who have gone down to death." The
itive objects of reverence. It is difficult to analyze indistinctness of the Homeric conception of imthe elements imported from without and added to the mortality is the more unaccountable, because among
common inheritance of Aryan folk. Phoenician fac- primitive peoples there is no idea so familiar as that of
tories studded the shores of the Mediterranean in a life to come.
those days; and with Egyptian and Assyrian wares
Not less straDge is that lack of consciousness of
which were brought from abroad, there also found sin with which the world of Homer is commonly
their way into Greece religious beliefs and customs charged, and which stamps it as an unreflecting age
which were flourishing in the early centres of civiliza- and not the least interesting part of Professor Camption in the East. Thus we have reason to conjecture bell's task is to trace through the history of Greece the
that the mystic power of prophecy, which in later gradual deepening of the sense of human guilt and the
days formed so prominent a feature of the great growing importance of rites of purification and atoneshriaes of Greece, was an echo of Babylonian divinament. In dealing with this feature of the Greek relig?
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ion our author, with that fineness of insight into (ireek
life and thought which characterizeshis work through-

out, demonstratesthat while conduct, as represented
in the " Iliad," is guided by personal impulses rather
than by ethical sanctions, nevertheless the " Iliad " is
full of a " morality of feeling " which in many ways
anticipates the most refined ethical considerations.
Little by little the (ireeks awoke to the fact that the
shadow of sin rests upon the race, and that the world
is ruled not by a Zeus of uncertain righteousness, but
by Justice, seated on the throne of being.
IV.
To the Homeric age there succeeded a period of turmoil in which the powerful reigning dynasties were
swept away and other far-reaching changes took place.
The spirit of the time is admirably reflected in the
works of Hesiod, a rustic bard, who is conjecturally
set down in the last half of the eighth century, n. c,
and who did for the common people what Homer, tbe
court minstrel, had done for the aristocracy of his
day. The advance in religion is easily discernible.
For the first time a detailed theogony is met, showing
that men were now asking the momentous question,
" How did the gods come to be?"?"the first step
towards universal speculation about nature and its
cause and author." The feeling of dependence on
superhuman agents, one of the truly essential elements of religion, is also much more clearly marked
than in the Homeric poems, and there is a clearer conception of the opposition of virtue and vice. This is
strikingly illustrated in the personification of justice.
"Thirty thousand deathless beings on the earth are
watching over mortal men ; unseen they watch where
right is done, where cruelty prevails. Zeus, moreover,
has a virgin daughter, Justice, revered by the Olympian
gods." Side by side with this movement of religious
thought there proceeded, now and henceforth, a
process of political consolidation which could not fail
to exercise a powerful influence in substituting national for local worship. The communities of which
Hellas was composed were many and heterogeneous.
Broken into cantons and hemmed up in narrow valleys, the tribes had developed a spirit of exclusiveness
to such a degree that even the Olympian gods, which
were the common inheritance of Hellas, were claimed
by various cities as their peculiar property, and worshiped under different attributes. " Thebes laid special
claim to Ares, Corinth to Poseidon, Argos to Hera.
Zeus, the protector, is invoked by all, but each nation
thinks of him as protecting their land in particular."
Moreover, every Aryan household and tribe had originally its own worship, and local cults formed the
staple of religion. These disintegrating influences
were, however, in the course of time counteracted by
the national games and oracles, and by the common
literature, which engendered among the jarring cantons a feeling of brotherhood and a pride in the Hellenic name. With the unification of tribes, a new
phase of political life developed, and the spiritual
centre of gravity was gradually transferred from the
hearth to the high altar, from the family to the state.
Life, religious as well as civil, was being centralized.
One natural and necessary result of this welding process was the substitution of law for the custom and
tradition which hold sway among primitive peoples.
Thus towards the end of the seventh century, in various parts of Greece, prominent citizens wereintrusted
with the duty of preparing codes of law, amongst
whom were Lycurgus, who fashioned Spartan institutions, and Solon, the wise legislator of Athens. Another result was the appearance of temples. In
Homeric times every man was his own priest, and
there is hardly any trace of temple worship; but
when, in the seventh century, b. a, great cities began
to arise and become conscious of corporate existence,
they built temples and founded priesthoods to conduct the ceremonies which symbolized the continuity
of civil life.
Y.
Two mighty influences were actively at work after
the seventh century shaping the course of religious
thought in Greece. These were the mysteries and
philosophy. Before the middle of the sixth century
men had turned their attention to prob'ems which
had possessed but little interest for theirforefathers.
Traditional beliefs were called in question, and speculation about the future life became more general.
As humanity became more conscious of itself, the
great recurring fact of death awakened more and
more anxiety and wonder about what lay beyond
and the sense of sin or of an offended (iod, of which
the germs are found in Hesiod, although in the
Homeric poems there are only distant echoes of such
thoughts, had suggested rites of purification and
atonement which wrought upon men's hopes and
fears." In short, Greece had become introspective.
The naive objectivity of those early days, when the
fear of fair-weather gods sat lightly upon men, had
gone, aud the old religion, inadequate to the new
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needs and yearnings which had arisen, was fast losing its hold on the minds of the people. New societies spontaneously sprang up to do the work which
mythology and external rites could not do promote
the moral welfare of men in this world and their happiness in the next. These societies were called mys
teries, though the name is more properly reserved to
the rites which the societies use. Thus Lobeck defines
mysteries as " Those sacred rites which took place not
in sight of all, or in the full light of day and at public
altars, but either in the night or within closed sanctuaries, or in remote and solitary places. The name
does not indicate that the societies wereexclusive,for
we know that Socrates was accused that he alone of
all the Athenians was not initiated into the Eleusinian
mysteries. Neither does it signify that some secret
was to be kept inviolate from the uninitiated, or that
the disclosures made were beyond the comprehension
of the members : indeed we have Aristotle's authority
for the statement that what the initiated gained was
not so much instruction as emotions and impressions.
The ritual of the mysteries was grafted on myths
which were common in Greece. Thus the story of
Demeter or of Dionysius was enacted, the sufferings
and final triumph of a god were set forth in drama.
The Eleusinian mysteries, the most famous of all,
centered around the myth of Demeter her sufferings
and final triumph were represented in drama, and the
initiated were taught to look for help from above,
atonement for sin and happiness hereafter. The mysteries required some kind of purification as preparationfor the rite of initiation ; the ceremonies throughout were of the most solemn character, painting,
poetry, music and dancing being combined with
wonderful skill to aid in producing spiritual exaltation.
Some glimpses of the work of the mysteries may be
caught in ancient writers. Thus in Sophocles "Thrice
?

;

for truth, a religious duty, the highest fulfilment of the
will of God, the highest service of mankind.
The spirit and wisdom of this prophet of truth and
righteousness, and the higher conception of the divine
nature to which he rose, were given to the world by
Plato. How far Hellas had departed from its old religion we may glean when we behold Plato excluding
Homer from the ideal state. " For God must be represented even in fiction as He is?good and true. God
is, above all things, good ; and man, in order to rise
above himself, must imitate the divine." "God is in
no way unrighteous, but as righteous as can possibly
be ; and nothing more resembles Him than whosoever
becomes as righteous as can be." This is probably as
near as unaided human reason could rise to the
Christian revelation and the Christian ideal. Of sad
interest to our own days are Plato's words addressed
to an imaginary skeptic " O my son, you are young,
and the advance of time will make you reverse many
of the opinions which you now hold.
I have
known many [skeptics] and can tell you that no one
who had taken up in youth this opinion, ever continued in the same until he was old."
In Plato's philosophy the Good dominated the
idea of Good was hardly separated from God Himself ;
in Aristotle's system thought holds the first place?

:

...

?
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ual conviction were the brightest days in the history of
the Church. What was done in the past must be done
now and in the future. Religion can not ignore any
intellectual system of the universe which philosophy
may present
it must justify itself to the reason of
men by demonstrating that tbe naturalistic postulate
be
can refuted. They who shirk intellectual difficulties
by appealing to the testimony of a life lived in the
light of a divine ideal can not, indeed, be dislodged
from the fastnesses of subjectivism in which they take
refuge, but while they are safe, their cause is lost. The
attempt to drive metaphysics from religion is as disastrous as the effort to drive it from any other department of human thought.
<$. Paul, Minn.
?

AN

THER CATHOLIC UNITY LETTER.

Evhrett, Mass., Sept. 2, WOO.
Editor Review :?
The various letters from both priests and laymen on
Catholic Unity which have appeared in the Review have
been a source of pleasure and interest to me, and I trust
they will continue. While C. R. gave us a very heroic
dose of disagreeable medicine in his first letter, yet what
he said was very applicable to many of us. As Catholics
we have, in my opinion, laid ourselves open to the charge
of waiving our rights for the sake of peace and quietness,
when we should have been brave and true, and demanded
them. This action on our part has resulted in our opponents being led to think that we are weak-kneed and, unlike the proverbial worm, would never turn, even if they
openly or covertly deride our religion and trample on

God is identified with pure reason at its highest realization of energy. This is the culmination of Greek
thought ; beyond substantial intelligence, the first our rights.
and final cause of all things, the human mind could
C. R., in his last letter, gave us a pretty good idea as to
not go. It was a long journey from the elemental what he means by Catholic Unity, and his proposed Cathpowers which the Greek first worshiped to the living olic Congress would, no doubt, if conducted on proper
truth which he finally placed upon the throne of the lines, soon place our people in a position which would

demand the admiration and respect of all right-minded
men, and would act as a deterrent upon those fanatically
inclined, from attacking ourreligion and our institutions.
Professor Campbell's book has a much wider scope I trust that a movement on the lines laid down by C. R.
than is indicated by the title ; at every page one re- may be inaugurated at an early date.
blessed are those mortals who have seen these initia- ceives an insight into the world of Greek life and
The letter of Father O'Reilly leaves the layman intertory rites before they go to Hades; for they alone thought which only a profound and sympathetic ested in this movement no loophole to shirk his duty, and
have life, but the rest have all evils there." And in scholar could impart. While the volume does not pro- I only wish other members of the priesthood would give
Aristophanes "We alone have the sun and holy light fess to give a complete account of the Greek religion, us the benefit of their ideas on this subject.
While the adults now seem to be on the right road to
who have been initiated and have lived a pious life it omits very little that it is important to know. Based
towards strangers and towards relatives." Such a upon the study of a nation's literature, it is naturally accomplishing something, yet there is anotherclass which
should be organized, and that class is the youth of sixrevolution did the mysteries effect that in the early free from those excursions into the domain of hypothteen and upward and our young men. It is from this
years of Christianity they formed " the serious part esis which mar so many works on the history of religclass that our Church in the near future must draw her
of pagan religion."
ion.
standard-bearers. In all large cities and towns there are
VI.
It is to be regretted that the Professor did not hundreds and thousands of Catholic boys and young men
The mysteries could not, however, satisfy the intel- maintain a rigidly! historical attitude to the end. At who have left their homes and are employed in various
lectual needs of the Greek mind when in the sixth the close of his volume he draws from his long study occupations, who, when their day's work is done, are at a
century a. c. philosophy was born, and for the first of Greek religion certain conclusions of a theological loss to know how to employ their leisure time. In many
time Western civilization made " the bold attempt to nature. One of these is that the evidence upon which cases it has resulted in the young man's visiting the quesreligion rests is of"a purely moral and spiritual character, tionable places of amusement, which are the bane of
grasp the secret of the universe in one conception,"
and towns. Then comes the saloon, and soon
is
to find an answer to the question, " What
the one the supreme criterion of the truth of a religion being, large cities
he loses sight of all the good intentions he had, and the
essence of which all things consist?" Pantheism, not a judgment of the intellect, but a judgment of the promises he made to his parents when he received their
which, in some form or other, has always haunted moral and religious emotions. The intellect, it is main- blessings when he left his home.
human thought, was the answer given to this momen- tained, can not prove that it is the hand of God that
But if there were in every city, town and large parish,
tous question at the dawn of speculation?Thales turns the giant wheel of nature, nor can it refute the Catholic Unity Rooms, where a young man could find
spoke the first word of Western Pantheism when he arguments by which the materialist explains the uni- recreation and enjoyment, and where be could read Cathfound in water the ultimate explanation of the uni- verse in terms of molecules and motion "neither the olic literature and so spend his time, the burdens of anxverse. As may easily be conjectured, the fathers of naturalistic nor the religious postulate admits of dem- ious and heart-broken parents would in a measure be
and our youths and young men would be kept in
Greek philosophy gave but short shrift to the myths onstration." They who hold this opinion consist- lifted,
the paths they have been taught from childhood to follow
out
laughed
religion
upon
and traditions of their times. Heraclitus
to ently, assert that science and
look
by our priests and in our Sunday-schools.
scorn the sacrifices by which the gods were propiti- the world of realities from two entirely differentpoints
May the time soon come when Catholic Unity is a fact
ated ; Xenophanesderided Homer and Hesiod for havof view science regards things as they are in them- in more than name.
G. H. D.
ing attributed to gods all that is most disreputable selves and according to the universal laws of knowluniverse.

VIII.

:

:

?

?

:

among mankind. The battle which was then begun
between what passed for science and religion was
destined to influence profoundly the fate of the Greek
religion and to prepare the way for Christianity. It
is interesting, too, to note that the fundamental errors
of our own day were rife soon after men broke away
from the traditions of the uncritical past. Protagoras
of Abdera was an agnostic: "Concerning the gods,
whether they are or not, I refuse to say ; there are so
many things to hinder that knowledge ; the matter is
uncertain and human life is short." The same philosopher taught that truth and goodness are alike
matters of degree ; no statement can be held to be
absolutely true. Similarly Gorgias taught the incomprehensibility and the inexpressibleness of absolute
being. As doubt is always the solvent of morality,
we are not surprised to find that this early skepticism was already loosening the bonds of morality
'n Greece :
" Skeptical doubts in matters of religion
were threatening, as we should say in modern language, the very foundations of morality." Most of
the errors of our times are indeed old foes with new

faces.

VII.
The vicissitudes of religious thought in the era
which Socrates inaugurated are briefly traced in the
closing chapters of Professor Campbell's book. "Saint
Socrates " recalled men's minds from the study of the
universe to the study of man. While he conformed to
the traditional cults he taught that the gods must be
worshiped in spirit and in truth?" he was convinced,
as none before him had been,of the moral and spiritual
nature of the service which they required." Truth
Rn <l goodness_heproclaimed to be one, and the search

;

edge religion is concerned with them according to
theirsubjective aspects, inasmuch,namely,as they meet
and satisfy the moral and religious needs of human
nature. Thus, we accept the existence of God, not because we can trace the stream of causation to its
eternal source, but upon the evidence furnished by
faith?" there is no knowledge of God or of the meaning and goal of the world, but that which faith brings."
Christianity, likewise, can not be proved it must be
apprehended and appreciated through the experience
of the inner life. It follows that as science and religion have altogether different domains, the theoretical
results of reason can not come into conflict with the
teachings of religion?the long warfarebetween reason
and religion is at an end.
This conception of the relations of faith and reason
to which Professor Campbell lends the prestige of his
approval has been prominent in German thought
since the days of Kant, and occupies a foremost place
in the Ritschlian school of theology today. But surely
the whole history of religious thinking demonstrates
that men will neverrest satisfied with a religion which
practically shrinks from the dry light of reason,
-sooner or later a religion must aim at a scientific comis the language of
prehension of its creed. Theology
not speak it is
which
can
religion
the
faith and
not yield alfor
men
will
inevitable,
doomed. This is
legiance to doctrines which they can not "rationalize"
than they
?in the true sense of the word, no more
they can not verify.
which
views
to
scientific
cling
will
the divinehistorical religHence it is that Christianity,
thought.
ion, never shrank from meeting thought with
most
sucwere
theologians
The ages in which Catholic
spiritand
knowledge
harmonizing
theoretic
in
cessful

;

WORK OF THE CATHOLIC SOCIETIES.
The following correspondence is self-explanatory:?
Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 27, 1900.
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.,
President, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Sir: The Catholic societies of Cambridge and Boston, associated for the purpose of entertaining the Cuban
teachers during their visit to Harvard, desire to express
their appreciation of your kind co-operation in their
work.
We tender you our sincere thanks for the courtesies
extended the executive committee, and for the facilities
afforded them for successfully carrying out the entertainments in Hemenway Gymnasium and Sanders Theatre.
We join our congratulations with the many others you
have received, on the successful results of the Cuban
summer school.
Yours very truly,
Edmund Reardo.n,
,
Chairman of the Executive Committee.

.

_

Asticou, Mi.,

Aug. 30,

1900.

My Dear Sir: I thank you heartily for your letter of
August 27th, conveying to me the thanks of the Catholic
societies of Cambridge and Boston for the facilities
afforded the societies by the University for entertaining
the Cuban teachers in Hemenway
Sanders Theatre. The Catholic societies helped very much to
make the visit of the Cuban teachers in Cambridge enjoyable and useful. The entertainments given by the societies were highly successful; and the facilities for reading
and writing which thesocieties provided in Harvard Hall
and Phillips Brooks House were a great canvenienee to
our Cuban visitors. I am, with great regard,
Very truly yours,
Charles W. Eliot.

Gymnasiumjsmd

Mr. Edmund Reardon, Chairman, etc.
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
After Vacation.
The children are all coming back to town
From the fields and the hills and the seaside beaches,
They are strong and merry and plump and
brown,
And their cheeks are as rosy and round
as peaches?
And now for school, where the mistress
teaches
These little people all in a row
So many things that they ought to know.
They know already where blackberries
Like thimbles are set on the thorn's thin
lingers,

Where the August apple falls and lies,
And the lane where the latest daisy
lingers,

And the nest and the note of the feathered singers?
But far less sure of their facts will he
The class reciting geography!
Thtiy can count the number of loads of
hay

That the oxen drew through the wide
barn door;
They can tell you the dozens of eggs that
they
Have found in the hayloft or on the Moor
( On the side of the hen-coop they kept
the score.)
But these ready reckoners will be less
quick
To perform a sum in arithmetic!
They can box the compass, and swim and

dive,
They have learned to row and to steer a
boat,
They know where the sea-anemones live,
And the pools where the feathery seaweeds float,
And the rocks where the seal dries his
glossy coat.
They can show you the sea-urchin's fretted
shellBut the rules of grammar they can not tell!
So much the better for ocean waves
Are deeper than books and the meadow
herbs
And the minerals found in the mountain
?

found him still at the heels of the thief
at a town called Cronyon. The robber
was arrested, taken back to Athens and
punished. The judges were so pleased
with the watch-dog's sagacity and faithfulness, that they ordered him to be fed
at the public expense for the rest of his
life. After reading that story and understanding what tine things a dog can
do, no boy would think of shyiDg stones
at one, would he ?

:

caves

Teach greater lessons than nouns and
verbs
And the peace of nature that naught disturbs
Fills the hearts of the children and shines
in their eyes,
And makes them happy and bright and
wise.? Portland Transcript.
?

m

Uncle Jack's boys and girls who have
been sending him lettersabout their pets
may be interested in a story about a dog
which Uncle Jack came across the other
day. This animal lived a long, long time
ago, before any of us were born, but he
did something so remarkable that he
has been mentioned in history. He
lived in Athens, and the story is often
told by Grecian teachers to their pupils.
Even your most faithful Rover couldn't
have been more attentive to his duty
than this dog, whose name we do not
know. He had been trained to guard
the door of one of the heathen temples,
and one night a thief broke in and stole
the beautiful jewels belonging to the
altars. The dog barked his loudest and
tried to frighten the man or wake the
keepers, but the thief walked off' with
the jewels. The faithful dog would not
give up so easily, however. All through
the night he followed the man. By
daybreak, as you may imagine, he was
almost worn out, but he kept close behind the robber. The latter tried to
feed him, but the dog refused. Instead,
he made friends with passers-by, and
accepted their scraps with a wag of his
tail. Whenever the thief stopped to
rest, the dog remained near him, and
soon a report went through the country
of the animal's strange behavior. The
keepers of the temple heard the story
and went in search of the dog. They

Writing Compositions.
Susie Mullins sat on the back steps,
her chin on her hands, and stared disconsolately at the setting sun. She
didn't see the rose tinted clouds or the
golden hills. She was just thinking
about tomorrow's composition. Susie
" hated " to write compositions worse

than anything, according to her own
schoolgirl phrase. And her dislike was
about evenly divided between choosing
her own subject and having it chosen
for her. In the first case, she never
knew what to write about, and in the
second, the teacher, according to her
prejudiced view, always selected something about which she knew nothing.
But this evening Aunt Minnie came
along, and Susie poured out her tale of
woe.

" Nothing to write about?" said Aunt
Minnie ; " dear me, what a pity, in this
big world full of interesting things ! I

suppose you have such a dull time noth
iDg ever happens to you."
"Ah no, it isn't that," Susie protested,
for she is a polite little girl, and she was
visiting her aunt. " Lots of things happen, but nothing important enough to
write about. Why, our compositions
have to be read by the whole school,
and the girls would make all sorts of fun
if I wrote about our larks."
" Now I'll tell you what I'd do," said
Aunt Minnie. " I'd keep a note-book."
"Like those lovely old French missionaries we were reading about? "
Aunt Minnie smiled, but she said seriously: " Well, I dare say it would be
rather different, but it ought to be. You
must write about the interesting things
which happen to you, just as they wrote
of the everyday things which happened
to them, and you must put them down
in your own way. Make up your mind
not to show the book, and then you
won't be tempted into affectation.
Don't moralize, and don't indulge in
reflections if you can help it."
"But I shouldn'tknow how to begin,"
Susie grumbled.
I'll show you. A dozen times a day
you tell me things which interest me
greatly. There was that walk you took
last week. When you came home you
described the blue sky and the little
tufts of white woolly clouds, and the
bank where you found the Indian-pipes.
You told me exactly how you scraped
away the black mould to get the stalks
of the Indian-pipes, and what a ridiculous time you had begging paper at a
farmhouse.
"Then you repeated the story of the
poor little girl you met on the way
home, with whom you shared your
lunch, and you said she remarked that
she liked fruit-cake better than sandwiches."
" But I couldn't put that in a composition, Aunt Minnie."
" Perhaps not, but the habit of writing will not only help you to gain fluency
in the use of the pen, but it will teach
you to observe things. Besides, you
will have in your note-book a stock of
materials to which you can turn when
you have nothing to say.
"There is one thing to remember in
keeping your note-book. You must put
down only the exact truth. Don't try
to make a romantic story of it, Nothing
which has not the sincere ring of reality

"

is worth preserving."

10

THE SACKED iIEAKT LiEVIEW
Boston, Mass., Aug. UK, I.MX).
Dear Uncle Jack:
I see some of your nieces and nephews
tell you about their pets, so I thought you
might like to hear about my rabbits. They
are very interesting pets, but you have to
know how to take care of them. My uncle
made me a present of my first rabbit. Not
knowing anything about his habits, I put
him in a wooden box and nailed some
laths over the front to keep him in. The
next morning I was very much surprised
to find that bunny had gnawed his way
out, and was busily engaged in eating my
mother's pet rose-bush. The next house I
built for him was against the back yard
fence. In front I tacked wire netting over
the top and made a yard for him. I tacked
wire over that, too, so that he could not
escape, and I thought I had him safe.
When I came from school I found he had
burrowed under the fence and eaten the
neighbor's Mowers. As I had to pay for
them, I found bunny an expensive pet.
Having told you about the experiences
of my inexperienced days, perhaps the
Future Men and Women may like to know
about the more successful days. I find the
best way to keep rabbits is to build a house
with two rooms, and to have a small run attached. The floor should be provided with
sliding pans, which will make cleaning an
easy matter. In order to keep dampness
from the house it should be raised a few
inches from the ground. In severely cold
weather you will have to move the rabbits
indoors. I take the house into the barn.
The only way I have found to keep them
from burrowing out is to drive stakes two
feet into the earth all around thehutch.
I have heard that rabbits do not drink
but this is a mistake, and it is cruel not to'
keep them supplied with water. For feeding rabbits give them oats, corn, all kinds
of greens, carrots, raw sweet potatoes,
drawn tea-leaves from the table, aud milk.
Rabbits are horn without fur, and have
their eyes shut. It usually takes ten days
for them to open their eyes and get their
coats. The number in the litter varies
from four to eight. I think any boy that
wants interesting pets can not do better
than try a pair of rabbits. He'll have to
take care of them, though. A few days'
neglect will kill them.
Hoping my letter is not too long, T remain
Your loving nephew,
John J. Kane.
After that clear description, Uncle
Jack's boys ought to have no difficulty
in taking "care of pet rabbits. Uncle Jack
hopes to hear from other owners of inUncle J ace.
teresting pets.
?

Colleges and, Academies.

Georgetown University
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Under the management of the Fathers of
the Society of Jesus. Over one hundred
professors and seven hundred students.
Four years preparatory work.

Department of Arts and Sciences,
Georgetown College,
founded 1788-89.

Oldest Catholic College in the United
States. Preparatory and Collegiate Courses
for Boarders and Day Scholars. Complete
Post-Graduate Courses.

Medical Department, founded 1851.

September I ft, 1900.

The Catholic University
of America,
Washington, D. C.
SCHOOLS OF THE
SACRED SCIENCES,

PHILOSOPHY,
PHYSICAL SCIENCES,
SOCIAL SCIENCES,
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
LAW,

TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INCLUDING MECHANICAL, CIVIL
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Open October 2, 1900.

Address The General Secretary.

COLLECE,
ST. JOHN'S
FORDHAM, N.Y.
CITY.

On

Harlem Railroad,

Harlem Kiver and
Long Island Sound.
between

For Boarders and Day Scholars,

conducted by the Jesuit Fathers.
College, Academic and Preparatory Classes, Classical, Com-

mercial and Scientific courses.
Ht. John's Hall,
A separate Preparatory Department for younger boys.
Military Drill
an

Government.

by

Army Officer appointed by the U.

8.

For Terms, etc., applyto
Rev. THOMAS J CAMPBELL,. S. J.,
President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Academy, situated in the suburbs ot
THIS
Boston, is onlya few miles from the city.

It Is on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most
healthful and picturesque in New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the Dranches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply

to

Stater Superior.

Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
The object of this school is to give such a gen
eral education as will HI pupils to enter college.

The University of Notre Dame,
NOTRB DAME, INDIANA.
PULL COURSES IN CLASSICS, LETTERS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
JOURNALISM, ART, SCIENCE, PHARMACY, LAW, CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
ARCHITECTURE.
THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
COMMERCIAL COURSES.
ROOMS FREE to all students who have
completed the studies required for admission into the Junior or Senior Year, of any
of the Collegiate Courses.
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
students over seventeen preparing for
Collegiate Courses.
A limited number of candidates for the
ecclesiastical state will be received at
special rates.

ST. EDWARD'S HALL, for boys under
A numerous and eminent Medical 18 years, is unique in the completeness of
Faculty. Excellent clinical advantages. its equipments.
Georgetown University Hospital just
The ruth Year will open SEPTEMBER
opened.
4th, POO. Catalogues Free. Address
Department,
Law
founded 1870.
REV. A. MORRISSBY,C.S.C., President.
Unequalled opportunities for the study
of American jurisprudence.
Mary's Academy,
For information and Catalogue address
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
The Rev. John D. Whitney, S. J., Rector.
(One mile west of University of Notre

-

St.

Dame.)
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 1855. Thorough English and Classical education. Regular Coldegrees.
Principal. legiate
COLLEGE
In Preparatory Department students
Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-keeping, carefully prepared for Collegiate course.
Telegraphy, Arithmetic, etc. Individual Physical and Chemical Laboratories well
instruction. Day aud evening.
equipped. Conservatory of Music and
Call or send for circular.
School of Art. Gymnasium under direction
of graduate of Boston Normal School of
Gymnastics. Catalogue free. Address

BOSTON
173 Tremont Street,
Tbo le
*;:ai T ?"'T
,
COMMERCIAL William
H. Monarly,

"

University of St. Joseph's College.
St. Joseph, N. 8., Canada.

Conducted by the Fathers of Holy Cross.
Classical and Commercial Courses.

Only $1-20 a year.
For further information, write to the I'rosl
dent.

Villanova College,
Delaware County, Penu.
by the Augustinian Fathers.

CONDUCTED
Location delightful.

Courses thorough
Terms moderate. Athletics of all kinds art
encouraged. Send
for prospectus.

Aunt Minnie bought the note-book,
and after a few relapses, Susie kept it
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.
faithfully, and now at the end of six
months she votes it "just splendid."
Mary's Academy,
Perhaps others of Uncle Jack's young
Manchester, N. H.
folks who find composition day a
terror DOABDINH BCHOOL for young ladles.
may find some help in Aunt
Minnie's *-* Please send for catalogue to
plan.
The Mother Superior.

Mt. St.

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,

St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
for circular address

THB SUPBBIOB.

Loyola College,
MONTREAL.

Conducted by
English Jesuit Fathers.

Reopens Sept. sth.
Calendars mailed on

application.

Rev, G. O'Bryan, S.J.

President

11 )
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Otftcs: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION. peoTo promote the evangelising of non-Catholic
plea by the prayers and contributiona of the faithful.
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
i. To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the_ mornlac or evening prayers, adding the following invoca_«._

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ;n. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; it. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus ; ,4. The

favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
give,
Xavier,
pray/or
Francis
us.
a.
To
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
tton St.
In alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
This offering is to be made appointed by their confessor.
or sixty centa a year.
through the regular organization of the Association.
11. Partial Indulgences, i. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
/.no a \TT7 i TrniJ
of he Society, any work of devotion or charity; l.
In each community Bands are formed, each
d
n
time an Associate assists at the
or more persons. The Pro- Triduum
band consisting ofof ten
jrd?f May and 3rd of December ;..
offerings
of its 100 da? ?on the
moter or Head
a band collects the
an Associate recites Our Father
tim
members and turns them over to the Parochial or and Haii M
together with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many pranci, Xavier
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
U these indulgences, both plenary and partial,
order to report and to devise the beat means to fur- ?, Aappi
icl ble to the souls in Purgatory; and all have
tner the Association.
been approye d 0f by his Grace, the Most Reverend
Archbishop.
ANNALS.
Letters from the missionaries of the Association EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
are collected and published every other month in the
Those who contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acAnnals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
aollector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or a copy of the Annals, a. All who contribute a sum
ahe, is expected to pass it around to the other memf money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of eabera in auccession, after which it becomea hia or her 0tablishinga permanent fund, thus becoming
memiers
property.
,* perpetuity.
These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided that they
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dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
SPIRITUAL
1. Several thousand Masses are offered np erery and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kinsyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners. heroic
hg and the deceased members of the Association, a. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
all the Associates, f. Plenary Indulgences, i. On these means come? In due proportion ? from us; in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May j
that proportion there rests upon us through the prova. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On idence of AlmightyGod, responsibility for the Church's
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug. mission to teach ail nations. Whatever we give for
15 ;5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts ;6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and runningover shall they give into your bosom."
days chosen by the Associates; 10. Once a year, on (Lukevi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration of all the dcForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association ; n. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

FAVORS.

;

:

Ey Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respectfully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so
that tneir souls may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

NOTICE.

?

Promoters and other persons

«

in going, their intense desire to go?
.' Gi,'i .bu
V':_a',,
I ?
that is comprised a special training.

op( to geftyegging letters in behalf of
various objects, from parties outside of the The Society of Foreign Missions has a
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no sacred
museum known as the "Chamber
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
have received the usual diocesan approbation. of the Martyrs." This the young students frequently visit, to accustom themselves to the thought of what tortures
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
and death may await them in the lands
they are to visit as apostles, and in
Cathedral of the Holy Cross.
which they actually long to die as marHector. Key. Henry A. Sullivan.
Director. Key. Joseph Y. Tracv, 1). D.
tyrs, like the brave men who went before
Promoters, 100; members, 1,000.
them. In glass showcases there are
Organized October. 1898.
personal relics of missionaries and of
Offerings, August,
$25.15
native converts; hanging above these
o
o
o
are graphic pictures of martyrdoms,
Immaculate Conception Church, Lowell.
Pastor, Rev. William D. Joyce, O. M. I. most of them undergone in China. One
is that of a holy priest who endured the
Director, Key. E. A. Dorgah, O. M. I.
Promoters, 96 j members, 980.
Chinese torture called " cutting into a
Organized April, moo.
hundred pieces." In this room they
Offerings, July-August,
$04.75
see iron rings that were worn by pero
o
o
sons who were branded with the words,
St. Joseph's Church, Boston.
in Chinese characters, " Perverse ReligPastor, Very Key. William
ion." Here are blood-stained garments,
Byrne, D.D..V.G.
swords, chains, instruments of torture,
Director, Rev. John K. Keleher.
Promoters, 66 ; members, 560.
that the Society treasures reverently,
Organized February. 1899.
and
beside which the departingmissionOtierings, August,
|21.60
have watched long in prayer and
aries
o
o
o
meditation, facing death, and facing
St. Francis dc Sales' Church, Roxbury.
also heaven's palm and crown of glory
Pastor, Key. Patrick J. Daly,
that await them if faithful to the end.
pirector, Rev. Cornelius.). Herlihy.
Here are chalice and paten used by
Promoters, 103 members, 1,025.
Organized April, 1899,
brave soldiers of the cross who stood at
Offerings, August,
$42.00 the altar in foreign lands and celebrated
o
o
o
the Holy Sacrifice undaunted, till, by the
Personal Offering.
hand of the enemy, they themselves
Life membership and personal band. were sacrificed to' the Lord Whom they
Patrick McCarthy, Togas, Me., $48.00 adored. In this "Chamber of the Martyrs " are the missionaries trained to
"THE CHAMBER OF MARTYRS." face whatever fate awaits them across
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reaching Saigon, the capital of French
CochinChina, a dying French priest
was brought on board, only twentyseven years of age, but with snow white
hair, and eyes whose sight had departed. His hands and feet were bandaged ; and his face, says the narrator,
"bore traces of such physical agony undergone, that even after all these years
it haunts the memory." This young
priest was a missionary whose duties
had taken him near the Chinese boundaries, where he had been captured and
enclosed for two years in a wooden
cage in which he could neither sit up
straight nor lie down. His eyes were
burned out ; between each toe and each
finger large wedges of wood were forced;
and other tortures endured by him were
so frightful that the pen fails to narrate
them. Nevertheless, whenever his life
seemed to be on the point of ebbing
away, his tormentors ceased in their diabolic work. In fact, they strove to
keep him in existence, in order to continue the torture; and he actually,?
wonderful to relate, retained both life
and reason until in some way he was released from their hands. "He was perfectly sane," says the narrator, "when
carried on board at Saigon after his rescue and liberation, and was able to
speak during the trip to Hong Kong.
The writer was by his bedside when he
breathed his last, just as the ship was
entering the port." This is a story of
sufferings endured for Christ about onequarter of a century ago. And now, a
telegram, received by the superior of the
Seminary of Foreign Missions in Paris,
states that the vicar-apostolic, Bishop
Guillon, Father Emonet and the native
priest called Father John Li, two Sisters
of Providence and several native Christians, who were massacred on July o,
11(00, were burned alivi.
?

the seas.
TORTURED

?

of the massacres and martyrdoms, we
may say, only the more because of them,
twenty-three priests have left in one
week, twenty-three in a few days after,

IN THE CAUSE
CHRIST.

nr

for Annam, for Japan, and for other
foreign stations. Whence came their
strength, their calm, their absolute joy ful

Tien-Tsin massacres of IS7O. On

thanks be to God, they have been true.
Our unfortunate flock have preferred to
lose all, even life, sooner than to apostatize." We may safely trust that this
will prove to be the truth in regard to
the Christians of China in the present
persecutions of 1900.

From sources worthy of credence we
gather that the names of the European
Sisters just burned alive at Mukden
(Manchuria) in the Chinese persecution
were Sisters MaryAlbertine Kwcklin from
Alsace, forty years of age, and Sister Ste.
Croix Grandury from France, aged fiftytwo. Letters have been received from
them dated July 1, two days previous to
their death. It is very plain that they
had been even then in peril, for Sister
Ste. Croix writes " We are sorry to have
missed such a tine opportunity to be
burned alive (d','tn griOSet totdes rive*) near
the altar, like two little candles"; and
the closing words of Sister Albertine's
letter are: "Farewell till we meet in
heaven(u« niuiruu del)?perhaps soon!"

:
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A writer who made his first trip out to
China about twenty-five years ago, bad
for fellow passengers some priests,
monks and Sisters of Mercy, who were
on their way from Marseilles to take the
place of those who had, with appalling
horrors, been put to death in the fright-

:

The great and good Bishop Pelvat of
the dioceseof Nagpur in India, of whom
we spoke last week in this departmentof
the Review, and who has labored so zealously in behalf of the famine a y plaguestricken people, himself succm»£>9rl
to
FOUND FAITHFUL.
the chA'-ra on July ?*$ t .
twelve hours' illness. He had baen in
From the reports of the Society of
Foreign Missions, France, for 1889, India twenty-four years, and was extremely beloved on account of his uncomes this noble testimony of Monsigselfish and tender care of those in his
in
about
the
troubles
nor Ohouvellon
East Su-Tchuen: "It is my pleasing charge.
and consoling duty to praise the paThe University of Pennsylvania extience, the courage, the zeal of our deto Babylonia is reported to
pedition
and
native.
clergy,
European
voted
Under the circumstances, it has been have discovered the temple library in
necessarily impossible for us to regularly Nimrod's city of Nippur, supposed to be
administer all our districts, but no pos- Calneh, one of the four cities named in
sible effort has ever been wanting on Genesis as founded by him. In the
past few months, the library, it is said,
their part to strengthen, comfort, console and cheer their poor, scattered and has yielded up over 17,000 tablets of
persecuted people. They have shirked science and letters, treating of religion,
no danger, no sacrifice or peril, and history, philosophy, mathematics, etc.

;

Only last month one of the most
touching of ceremonies took place at the
chapel of the French Society of Foreign
Missions,
the ceremony called "the
departure of the missionaries." In spite

shared to the fullest the privations and
sufferings of the faithful." Father
Dangy writes " This persecution, which
has tried us so terribly, has served to
bring out the sterling qualities and solid
faith of our Christians. The very heathens, pagans and Europeans have been
struck with admirationat the constancy
and attachment shown by our people to
the faith. Considering the weak nature
of the Chinese, their love of this world's
goods and possessions, we expected
many defections from our ranks. But,

*

lows that more bread-makers are
Pleased with PILI-SIHKVS BEST
than any other Hour. It pleases them
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Modioli consumersare rsperiall) pleased.
because tli.-y get Hits best of all flouts for
less money than others.

Cobb, Bates & Yerxa C

Temperance.
"SHORT-SIGHTED
IRISH PATRIOTS."
Boston, Sept. 1, 1900.

Editor Review :
Your editorial of a few weeks ago on
Ireland and Irish drunkenness, wherein
you say "There is a certain class of
short-sighted Irish ' patriots who look
?

:

'

upon it as little less than treason for a

friend of Ireland to mention this one
fault of the race, or to make any effort
to lessen its ill effects," stated a fact that
is well known to every man of Irish
blood, at home or abroad, who ever endeavored to do any temperance work in
Irish societies. I will instance the way
in which the HibernianTotal Abstinence
Association of this city is ignored or
hampered in its work by the officials of
the A. O. H., who should be the very
men to aid it in its efforts to put an end
to beer-drinking in the various divisions
of the order. There is a startling proof
of the truth of your editorial utterance
on this matter. I heartily wish that all
Catholic papers would treat this subject
in the fearless and just manner that you
do. But there are "short-sighted Irish
patriots," I fear, in the editorial offices
of most of our Catholic papers, as well
as in Irish-American societies, who find
it more to their taste to write hysterical
editorials on the glories of Brian the
Brave, or more to their profit to eternally
arraign the A. P. A., than to breathe a
word against the evil of drunkenness,
which may not be any greater among ns
than among others, but whose malign
influence upon the Irish Catholic people needs no proof.

For many years I have been hoping
that the "short-sighted Irish patriot" of
the stripe you mention would somehow
or an'kjer be shunted off the stage to
room for better, more trustworthy,
more intelligent men, but he still lags
superfluous, and does not seem inclined
either to give place to his betters, or to
change his own mind on this drunkenness question. However, "time at last
makes all things even," and I have no
doubt that, eventually, we will arrive at
a stage of progress when our shortsighted patriot will not be so well represented in the front rank of the Irish race
in America as he now, most unfortunately, is. May Divine Providence send
that day soon and sudden is the earnest prayer of

Your Cohkesi'Ondent.

AS TO IRISH DRUNKENNESS.
"The Sacred Heart Review appears
to have missed the chief point of our recent observations concerning Ireland
and its liquor consumption. From our
heart we wish that Ireland would never
contribute another shilling to the British
exchequer as duty on alcohol. But this
aspiration has nothing to do with the
practical question recently raised by a
correspondent why is it that Irish
papers are filled with reports of cases of
drunkenness in the police courts, while
there is little else of any interest to be
found in these sheets ? This fact is, perhaps, the most telling answer to the
query. Ireland, save for the weakness
of the townsmen who drink, would
again be practically in the state pictured in the lyric of the maiden and the
gems and the snow white wand. Not so
in tbe countries whose press habitually
holds the Irishman before the world as a
drunkard and a roystering vulgarian, if
not worse. Cases of ordinary drunkenness never appear in this press; it must
be something phenomenal in thisrespect
that will ever be accorded a line. Were
affairs in which the virtues of the Irish
character are as strikingly manifested as
freely exhibited in the press as the
weakness of the weaker ones habitually
is, we should not have a word to say.
But we shall be no party to a course
?

which presents the whole country in a
false light by a systematic process of
suppression and false suggestion.
Apropos of this question we have pleasure in quoting the personal observation
of the Rev. Thomas H. Malone, editor of
the Intermounlain and Colorado Catholic,
who is presently staying in Ireland. He
sends to that paper a comparison of
Dublin and Belfast, as these cities are
today. Of the former he writes :

LIE VIEW
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September 15, 1900.

we learned something of that in-

domitable spirit and complete devotion to temperance ideals which led
him, though broken in health and
enfeebled in body, to continue his
work amidst the greatest hardships
until he had enrolled over 500,000

more under the banner of total
Like a flash of lightning, sudden and
startling, disease strikes down many a
abstinence.
man. Yet there have been warnings
"'Of the people of Dublin, I must say
"The enthusiasms of the Father upon warnings, unheeded. Food ha3
considerate,
courteous
that I found them
Mathew celebrations had scarcely lain like a heavy weight in the stomach
and kind. There is a noticeable absence
after eating. There have been belchhere of that awful inebriety which seems died away when the Holy Father ings, bitter risings in the mouth, nervousness, sleeplessness and growing irrito he the distinguishing mark of Glasgow.' sent out his call for the end of the
tability. Instead of listening to these
"It might be added that while the century awakening. He urged all warnings,
recourse ha3been had to some
police in English and Scotch cities will
in the triumph of the nerve numbing palliatives that
who
are
interested
will
a
but
man,
not arrest
drunken
cover but never cure disease.
Many
rather help him home if he be quiet, the of Christ to bestir themselves, so serious diseases begin in a diseased constomach
and
of
organs
of the
Dublin police make a point of capturing that during the Holy Year there dition
digestion and nutrition. For such dispreeverybody who gives the slightest
might be presented a record of great eases there is one medicine which rarely
text for such a course, and uot seldom works done for God and humanity.
fails to effect a complete cure. Dr.
Pierces Golden Medical Discovery cures
lock up people whose only offense is
from ninety-eight per cent, of all who give it
Catholic Stan- Consonant with this invitation
sickness or weakness."
fair and faithful trial. It is a temperthe Holy Father, there went out aance
dard and Times.
medicine and contains no alcohol.
secre"I was afflicted with what the doctors called
[To us the chief point of the from the office of the general
nervous indigestion," writes Mr. Thos. G. Lever,
said of
Lever, Richland Co., S. C. "I took medicine
recent observations of the Catholic tary a ' call to activity.' It was
from my family physician to no avail. In lookthat
the
Father
was
anxious
Holy
ing over one of Dr. Pierces Memorandum
Standard and Times concerning IreI found my case described exactly. I
of view all Books,
wrote to you and made a statement. You sent
land was our esteemed contem- to present in one range
descriptive list of questions, also some
me
a
hygienic rules. I carried those out as best I
porary's intimation that we did not the great works of the century that could,
but thoughtmyselfincurable as I suffered
much with pain under my ribs and an empty
know what we were talking about had in any way contributed to the so
feeling in my stomach. At night would have
or hot feet and hands, alternately. I was
when we discussed Irish drunken- elevation of mankind. Foremost cold
getting nervous and suffered a great deal menthese
was
the
temperance
tally,
thinkingthat death would soon claim me.
among
ness. We do not think we missed
?

?

that point, and we do think we answered it fairly. We know a good
deal about the way the Irish people
have been slandered in regard to

theirdrunkennessby the hypocritical
Anglo-Saxon, and we have not
failed, time and time again, to lay
stress upon that point when we discussed the matter. We have a lot
yet to learn on this question of
temperance as related to Ireland,
but our study of it, let us say in all
modesty, aid not begin today or
yesterday. We do not hold up our
hands in holy horror at every statement about Irish drunkenness, nor
are we disposed to set down drunkenness as the only sin in the catalogue. Hence we will always be
ready to correct any of our esteemed
contemporaries that imply ignorance
on our part of the question under
discussion. The Standardand Times'
presentation of the matter in the
above extract as to why the Irish
papers are filled with reports of
cases of drunkenness, is admirable,
and we hope our readers will give it
special attention Ed.]

In order, then, to do

movement.

our full duty, nothing short of a
membership of 100,00(1 was demanded of us. Since 1890 we have
been steadily increasing. We were
then f>0,000; in 1896 we were 75,-000 ; in 1900 we were 81,000, and it
only needs 19,000 more to complete
the 100,000. Whether we can reach
the number depends entirely on
yourselves. In any case, it is good
to have a definite object in view.
If during the coming year every
society should add but nineteen new
members, the requisite 10,000 could
be attained."
?

TEMPERANCE

NOTES.

Always expected something unusual to take
place; was irritable and impatient, and greatly
reduced in flesh. I could scarcely eat any thing
that would not produce a bad feeling in my
stomach. After some hesitation, owing to my
prejudices against patent medicines, I decided
Dr. Pierces Golden Medto try a few bottles of
ical Discovery aud Pellets.' After taking severat bottles of each, found I was improving. I
continued for six months or more, off and on
until I was cured."
Dr. Pierces Pleasant Pellets are a
positive cure for constipation.

'

This association will hold a dual
celebration on Oct. 10, the one hundred and tenth anniversary of the
birth of Father Mathew and the
fifth anniversary of the founding of
the society. All A. O. 11. members
who believe in the principles of
Father Mathew or who would like
to see the order entirely divorced
from liquor interests, should attend
this celebration of the Association.
?

At the launching recently in

Tiik place of the next national
Maine of a tinefour-masted schooner,
convention of the C. T. A. IT.1T is
flowers were sprinkled over the bow
Hartford, Conn.
in place of the custom, more honored
in the breach than in the observA hint for Catholic Unity enthuance, of shattering a bottle of wino
siasts the saloon is the greatest on a vessel's prow. In such cases
force for disunion.
floral tokens are certainly more
appropriate, and less harmful in
Tiik citizens of Atlanta, <-Ja., have their implication, than champagne
come to the point of impeaching bottles, which are but so many adtheir mayor for drunkenness. An vertisements for the rum-sellers.?
official position is no place for a New York Observer.

.

.

?

toper.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
MEMBERS WANTED.

JUST PUBLISHED :

o

Tin: W. C. T. U. "prayer chain,"
From Father Doyle's report at official or unofficial, succeeded in
the recent C. T. A. U. National Con- making the W. C. T. IT. movement
By CHRISTIAN REID,
vention we make the following decidedly ridiculous. If people
Author
of "Armine," "Carmela," "A
would only mix a little common
extract:
Woman of Fortune," "The Land
"On the whole, the Father Mathew sense with their temperance work
of the Sun," etc.
they would do much more good.
celebrations of 1899 were remark12mo. Cloth. Illustrated,
ably successful. While the name
PRICE $1.50.
"A ludicrous feature of the
of Father Mathew was honored by
dramatic story of the
fascinating,
A
parade in Boston was human soul. The
heroine is a young
every good temperance man, yet the Labor Day
of 1,000 white- girl reared with the loftiest ideals, who
facts of his life were but vaguely the appearance
brought
into contact with
when
bartenders in line, who finds,
the world, that its motives and stanknown by the rising generation. jacketed
direct
were quite the feature of the procesdards are in
contradiction to her
His memory was dying out with the
The development of her character
sion. A bartender masquerading as own.
under the influence of love, sorrow and
generation who listened to his eloa working man is a sight to make a disappointment forms the basis of a
quent words, and who took the
most interesting psychological study.
cat laugh."? Cambridge Tribune.
Glimpses of the better side of life in
pledge medal from his hands. The
Bohemian Paris, and of American so**
golden jubilee celebrations recalled
Tiik Hibernian Total Abstinence ciety lend color to the narrative.
The story is told in forceful style and
the events of fifty years ago. We Association of this city has appointed
worked out with consummate art.
went with him again in his tri- a committee of two, Miss Julia F.
At all Booksellers.
umphant march through this coun- Duffy and Mr. John I'. Fearle, to
try from Boston to New Orleans. aid the 0. T. A. U. in the matter of
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
We saw him honored as only Lafay- the proposed total abstinence parade
ette was honored before him. And and field-day to be held on Oct. 0. 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Weighed in the Balance,

?

?
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MARLIER, GALLANAN & CO.,

13 September

16, 1900.

AmoJO
nugst urselves.
COKDUOTEO BY AUNT BIIDI.

Aunt Bride heard a thoughtful
woman say a wise thing the other
day. " Unless at the end of our
days we can look back and say we
have striven steadily to improve our
own lives and those of at least two
or three other persons, then our
lives have been dead failures. We
have simply lived and taken up
room which might better have belonged to someone else." It's a
wise thought and one which Aunt
Bride would like to impress on all
her girls, especially the younger
ones who have just left school and
are starting life in earnest. If Aunt
Bride didn't know better, she might
think that many of her girls lived
solely to read sloppy novels, eat
candy and ice-cream, and wear as
many new laces and ribbons and
gorgeous dresses as it is possible to
acquire. But of course Aunt Bride
knows better. Deep down in the
heart of even the apparently shallow
and thoughtless girl, there is a vague
desire to be somebody, to be wise

and good, and useful to herself and
others. Even the seemingly vulgarminded girls whom Aunt Bride
catches occasionally flirting and
making faces and talking in the deaf
and dumb alphabet with the strange
workmen in the new building across
the way, would stop instantly if they
once realized that their actions were
degrading and ruining forever in
the minds of these men the whole
noble ideal of womanhood. It is
only because they do not realize
what they do.
We all make mistakes even the
most thoughtful of us.
Mistakes,
after all, are the best teachers, so
even if a girl feels that she has been
making a mistake all along in not
having thought more about having
an object in life it is never too late
to begin. In the first place, a girl
who wants to have a happy, useful
life, ought to make up her mind to
do some useful work and to do it
with enthusiasm. Oneof the biggest
mistakes a girl can make is to do
her work in a dawdling, listless sort
of way. It's foolish to be always
thinking what tine things you would
do if you had wealth and leisure.
Even the most ordinary girl who
?

THE SACKED HEART REVIEW.
Have some ambition.

A few as Mother Raphael; and it is a fact that
this splendid biography in two large
volumes (there is an edition in one) was
written, in all its wealth of information

girls are over-ambitious, but as a
rule, girls are too easily satisfied.
They need to cultivate aspirations
for higher things. Outside of your
daily work, pursue some intellectual
or artistic study. Just now is the
time of year to think of this point.
The reading-circles are organizing,
and if she lives in a large city like
Boston, she will have no difficulty
in finding classes in almost any
study she can think of. The cost,
outside of carfare, is usually very
small indeed.
If she can afford it, she ought to
take a course in physical culture.
Many of the gynasiums and physical
culture schools and working girls'
clubs have evening classes which are
very cheap. She needs this course
to make her body fine and strong
and shapely. Few girls get enough
healthful exercise for their muscles.
And, after all, it is the duty of women, young and old, to make themselves as good looking as they can.
This doesn't mean that a girl should
smear her face with cosmetics, pinch
in her waist and deform her feet by
tight shoes and high heels. It means
taking care of her health, keeping
good tempered and living out-ofdoors as much as she can. Being
neat and cleanly in person has more
to do with making one healthy and
useful and ambitious than one usually thinks. One can't keep one's
self-respect a great while if one goes
around with grease-spots on one's
dress, shoes run down at the heels,
dirty finger-nails and frowsy hair.
None of these things are particularly new, Aunt Bride knows, but
girls need to be reminded of them
once in a while. She knows some
of them are inclined to forget, once
in a while, that their lives are what
they make them, and that they start
the pattern early. If they are lazyand
careless when they are starting out
in life, it will be very hard to be ambitious and thrifty later on. If one
doesn'tkeep up some intellectual inlerests in the few years after leaving
school, it is extremely difficult to
start all over again, ten years later.
If you neglect your personal appearance altogether for a year or two, it
is next to impossible to erase the effects afterwards. Don't be lazy,
whatever you are. Life is worth
living in the active voice. Make an
effort to be useful and interested. If
you can't get up " snap " by any
amount of persistent trying, go and
see the doctor. Maybe you need a
tonic or a change of diet. There is
really no excuse for a girl not to be
somebody in these days of opportu-

works for a living, may live the nities.
Aunt Bridk.
most beautiful and useful sort of
?
\u25a0
life. But supposing she has only
AUNT
BRIDE'S
LETTER
FOR
A
small wages ? That has nothing to
GIRLS.
do with it, dear girls. The point is

do the work immediately under
your eyes, putting all your soul into it, doing it a little better than it
ever was done before. Whatever
your work is, don't do it grudgingly,
shirking whenever your employer's
eye is lifted. There is an old say>ng, We rise by the things that are
"
under our feet." The small task
perfectly done will, after a while,
bring you to the larger one with
wider opportunities and more pay.
Hut even if it didn't,the result upon
your character and your life will
m°re than reward your perseverance
an *l enthusiasm.
to

and abundance of detail, in six short
weeks. The girls, however, must not
imagine that they are going to read
therein only details of the saint's spiritual life, though they may assure themselves that such details possess wonderful interest; they are"going to learn,also,
a great deal of history as regards both
Church and state. They will naturally
wish to know more also about the
talented author of this remarkable biography, and whether she wrote any other
books; so I advise them to get her
charming " Life of Mother Margaret
Hallahan," who in this century brought
the Third Order of St. Dominic back to
England. What a grand soul she was,
and yet one of our own times, and so
like in some respects to our own everyday, work-a-day world ! Many of Aunt
Bride's girls will be deeply interested to
learn that this distinguished woman,the
friend of the illustrious Bishop Ullathorne and of Father Faber, whose own
writings are a valuable little library in
themselves, was for many years of her
life at service, and everything that is
told about her in that capacity is of interest. The mention of Father Faber
would, naturally, lead us to the reading
of his life, and that of Cardinal Newman,
and that of St. Philip Neri, who founded
the Oratorian Fathers ; but we will keep
close to the Dominicans today.
Mother Raphael wrote a Life of St.
Dominic, and her own life has been
charmingly written, with the Dominican
Father Wilberforce for editor, and with
a collection of Mother Raphael's bright,
beautiful letters, meditations, etc., that
go straight to our hearts and help us in
our daily duties. Kathleen O'Meara has
written a lovely sketch of Amelie Lantard, another of St. Dominic's modern
spiritual children and Lady Fullerton
has described another, the young Lieutenant Dormer of the British Army.
Then there is the biography of the great
Frenchman, Pere Henri Lacordaire, who
re-introduced the Order of St. Dominic
into France in this century, and dared
to wear its "white wool" openly once
more after the many revolutionary
troubles in that land. The so-called
"Inner Life of Pere Lacordaire" is a
very noteworthy revelation of the soul
of a great Christian, and is written by
Pore Chocarne, who was also a Dominican. Anyone who studies it must be
attracted to the Life of Madame Swetchine, the saintly Russian convert who
was so true a friend of the superb Dominican orator. " Father Tom Burke,"
the Irish Dominican orator, will naturally come to mind in this connection ;
and besides his biography and his discourses, the girls will be pleased to read
also his "Inner Life," though a much
briefer work than that concerning
Lacordaire. The latter's Conferences
will be of solid value to many readers.
The great Pere Didod, who has lately
died, was a Dominican, and wrote a
scholarly "Life of our Blessed Lord,'which has been translated into English.
It is my impression that a biography of
the saintly Mother Imelda.whom Mother
Raphael Drane so deeply revered and
loved, has been published, but I have
not yet had the pleasure of reading it.
There are some works by Mother Raphael
that are not specially connected with
the Dominican Order foremost among
them is her monumental work on "Christian Schools and Scholars." There is,
too, a collection of her poems, under
the title of "Songs in the Night."
Now do we begin to comprehend this
little "scheme" of reading ? I might
easily go on to tell, in the same way,
about Franciscans, Jesuits, Sisters of
Charity, Ladies of the Sacred Heart,
secular clergy, and the lives of many
other people, whether in the world or in
cloister ; the different volumes being

Editor Review:
I am so very much interested in that
girl of Aunt Uride's who asks if there are
any interesting Catholic biographies
that I feel like drawing a long breath of
lie
delight to think of the pleasures that
before her. There is a certain "scheme"
of such reading as she asks for, in which
one thing leads on easily and beautifully
to another. May I be allowed to explain
what 1 mean ?
of
Suppose we begin with St. Catherine
Her
mentions.
Siena, whom Aunt Bride
by
life has been brilliantly written
Drane,
a
learned
Augusta Theodosia
Catholic,
I'.nglishwoman who became a
St.
Catherine
like
anil then a Dominican
herself, although living in a convent and
known there the
not in the world. She was
?

;

;
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jyTACBETH'S "pearltop"

and "pearl glass" lampchimneys do not break from
heat, not one in a hundred.
They are made of tough
clear glass, clear as crystal.
They fit the lamps they are
made for. Shape controls the
draft. Draft contributes to
proper combustion; that
makes light; they improve
the light of a lamp.
Our "Index" describes all lamps and their
chimneys. With it you can always order
the right size and shape of chimney lor any lamp.
We mail it FREE to any one who writes (or it.
Macbeth, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Address

proper

connected, as it were, by golden links
made up of common interests and common aims, and all of them radiant with
an intense love for our Blessed Lord and
for His holy Church. Yet, while we read,
we find ourselves, as I said, learning
many other things, in history, geography and the like. I hope that Aunt
Bride's girls will soon enter upon this
enchanting pathway and follow it with
delight. Sometimes a kind director, or
a friend among the good Sisters in the
place where one lives, will give practical
advice, lend books, explain difficulties
that may arise, point out some new step
to take in this literary scheme. The
Boston Public Library at Copley square
is a treasure-house of such books, and a
steady demand will create a supply in
other places. And if Aunt Bride's girls
will follow out these ideas, they will lind
themselves raised, by means of this sort
of reading, high above life's annoyances
and carking cares. They will feel that
they are moving among God's nobility
and, in connection with this thought,
let me beg them to bear another thought
in mind " The highest sanctity and the
highest good breeding are akin." They
will find themselves caring more for the
true than for the fictitious, and will be
thankful for the day that they began to
read " Catholic biographies."
S. L. K.

:

:

One
Woman's

Letter

SAYS
"I doctored veldt two of

thebest doctors in thecity
for two years and had no
relief until I used the
Pinkham remedlesm

"I suffered terribly,
could not sleep nights
and thought sometimes
that death would be such
a reiief.
To-day I am a well woman, able to do my own
work, andhave not a pain.
I used four bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and throe
packages of Sanative
Wash and cannot praise
the medicines enough."?
MRS. ELIZA THOMAS.
634 Pine St., Easton, Pa.
Mrs. Pinkham advises
suffering women without

"

"

charge.

Lydia E. Pinkham

Med. Co., Lynn, Maaa.

GOLD OF SEPTEMBER.
BY CAROLINE D. SWAN.

One golden bough shines out from all the

rest,
Alive with splendor of the yellow suns
That burned away the summer. Nature
shuns
Too swift transition; therefore, on her
breast
This tender topaz gathers up the best
Of all the glow behind, then lightly
runs
?

Weary

ones,

Have ye no past, nor splendor in the West ?
Is there no glow to come ? No autumn
blaze
Warmer and deeper, fuller, grander far
Than all we know? Our best-remembered bough
Shines, a mere glimmer of that breathless Now
We name Eternity;? bright End of Days,
Dear Lord of Harvest, where Thine
angels are!
A

LITERARY EXPERIMENT.

( Conclusion. )
Pennison remained forsome seconds inarticulate. Then he bowed all round, and
another of his good ideas occurred to him.
It was impossible to interview them thus
collectively. He must ask them to come
into the back parlor one at a time. He
appealed to the principle of priority, but
as eleven ladies emphatically protested
their claims, he withdrew the suggestion
that had proved such an apple of discord,
only, however, to blunder into a more
awkward position, by falling back on the
age principle. " Seniores priores, as
the ancients had it," said Pennison. Not
a single lady made a move, but they indulged in a cross-lire of looks that boded
ill for the future harmony of the gathering.
Fortunately, after having suggested
that they should toss for places, or, as
he hastily added, drawlots for precedence,
it occurred to the professor to suggest
that they should bring some specimens of
their work next day. By this means he
got rid of nine of them and arranged
hours for their attendance. The other
seven had brought samples which they
should like him to examine.
He took them and promised to look over
them. Three others then departed, but
the remaining four were not to be so
cheated of an interview.
There was a little boy, Pennison noted,
now that the room was being cleared, a
very untidy little boy with a big head and
unkempt hair. This youth was with a fat,
vulgar woman. There was also a thin,
pale, weak-minded looking female with
her daughter, a miniature replica of herself.
The latter lady advanced upon Pennison
She's always readin'
and told her story.
novels," said the mother, "to improve
her mind, she says. An' it's nigh time
she was able to aim her bread. Sometimes I thinks she's a progidy, an' sometimes I thinks she's a young idjet," said
the bewildered mamma. "I am sure I
don't know what on earth to do with her.
Girls is a nuisance."
The daughter spoke up for herself without any diffidence and with a simper
which had a most disconcerting effect
upon Pennison. She felt sure after a
month or so's training she could write as
well as the author of " From Kitchen to
Kingdom," whose great serial, "The
Parlormaid Princess," was at present
running in the Cornflower Magazine. Had
Mr. Pennison read it? No, he had not.
Well, she would bring him all the back
numbers when she came to take her first
lesson next day. Then the little boy and
his mamma came on.
"That boy, Mr. Pennison," said the
lady. " My eldest, sir, eleven last Febewary. His father, the poor dear man,
\u25a0was in the po'try line. Used to do po'try
for boot shops and tea houses and such.
So it kind o'runs in the f am'ly. Now that
precious boy has been an' wrote a tradi jy

"
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at his age.

Written for the Review.

To catch October's brilliance.

Some say as he's a regular
young Shakespeare."
Mr. Pennison endeavored to express
interested surprise, and succeeded in looking horror-stricken. Indeed, he lost his
presence of mind so far as to faintly ask
what was the subject of the drama.
"It's 'Robinson Crusoe,' ain't it,
Tommy? " said the stout lady. " Tell the
gentleman all about it."
Nothing loth, Tommy fidgeted for some
moments with his cap, wriggled his legs
about, worked his features convulsively,
and fixed the professor with such a stony
stare that Pennison, who was utterly unaccustomed to children, feared he was
going to be ill.
At last this strange boy jerked out:
There's a pirate in it." After a dramatic pause he went
"Hecomes torob Robinson,but Friday's
brother knows one of the crew and gets
them all to mutiny, an' they hang the
captain an' the mate."
They hanged the captain; very good,
indeed," said Pennhon.
" An' then," went on the young author,
"they all sailed away to find the treasure."
"Ah," said Pennison absently, "where
did they go to? "
" To the Spanish Main, of course," said
the boy.
" Oh, of course," said Pennison hum-
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" There's a lot more," said the boy,
producing a dirty copy-book, which evidently contained the MS. of this dramatic version of Crusoe.
He speaks it tine, too," said the
mother. " Do the ' What ho!'part, darlin.'"
The youth had articulated in a sepulchral gurgle, "What ho! my bully boys,
what ho! " when Pennison, suppressing
a wild desire to throttle him, intervened,
saying he did not care to havethe interest
of the play spoiled by listening to it in
snatches, but would read it over at his
leisure. And so he got rid of the mother
and her child.
One of the tworemaining clients was a
widow. She was not altogether a novice,
she said, and believed that the best products of art could be procured by collaboration.
She smiled upon Pennison with a sympathetic smile, and, under its influence,
Pennison rashly promised to take the
matter into consideration.
His sole remaining visitor was a little
old maid, with cheeks like a ripe apple
and gentle, pale gray eyes. She had long
cherished the idea of writing a three
volume novel about a converted betting
man who had taken to slumming work
among his old associates. But, in order
to bring out fully the horrors of her hero's
unregenerate days, she wanted to be
coached in the language of the turf.
Pennison, who could not tell a cab-horse
from a thoroughbred, professed himself
?on the strength of a mental resolution
to invest a penny in a sporting paper?
competent to undertake the task of depicting the dreadful associations of the
ex-bookie's unreformed days.
Having arranged the hours of attendance, the little old lady produced a halfsovereign, and as he handled the strange
coin Pennison felt that the tide had turned
at last, and regretted that he had omitted
to intimate to the other pupils that his
terms were invariably in advance.
Then he sat down, with his head between his hands, to think the situation
out. He was in for it, that was quite
clear. How he was to get out of it was
not so clear at all. The more he reflected
the more his mind revolted from the idea
of drumming literature into those dead
souls. The thing was an utter impossibility, and the fat boy was the last straw.
But he had taken the little old lady's
half-sovereign. He had crossed the
Rubicon. He might as well cross the
street and have some lunch at once.
On the way Pennison indulged in the
luxury of a newspaper. His own economic problems had so occupied his atttn-

"

Glenwood

tion for months back that he had lost
sight of the progress of the world It
was a revelation to him to find that, according to the Daily Phonograph, war
might be declared at any moment between
half a dozen different countries. But it
was consoling to learn that, though the
constitutional government was tottering
on its base,the popular mind was firmly set
againstthe dismemberment of the Empire.
He stole a quiet glance around to read
in people's faces the whirling thoughts
of the eventful age. But, whatever agitation was pent up within their breasts,
these people made no sign? beyond the
exhibition of exceedingly good appetites.
In truth, it was a prosaic world, after
all, and as he read on, Pennison's fertile
brain looked out once more at life from a
different standpoint. He had learned that
a lean man waxesnot fat upon his dreams,
and, indeed, it was now borne in upon
him that his dreams were over. The cold
breeze of facts cooled him, and his mind
was calm and resolved. He eagerly
scanned the "Situations Vacant" columns
and determined to apply at once for several of the suitable vacancies.
He must, of course, return the old lady's
money,or at least the unexpendedbalance,
and then?well, Pennison never cared to
look veryfar into the future.
So it was that Mrs. O'Grady had to inform fifteen indignant pupils that their
professor had retired from business, and
when the pupil who had paid appeared,
Pennison silently handed her a smallpaper
parcel, on the outside of which was engrossed in neat figures " Bs. lOd. Balance
due by me Is 2d. Peter Pennison."
The little lady put on a pair of pince-nez
and scrutinized first the package and then
the professor, who stood in a moody
attitude with folded arms. He looked
much older than he really was, for hardship and hopes disappointed had left their
marks upon him, and moreover, he wore
his hair long from economic as well as
artistic reasons.
"My gracious me! Mr. Pennison!' said
the lady, " what's all this? "
"It means, madam," said the retiring
professor, bitterly, that I do not intend
practising the profession of literature
any longer. It means also, madam," he
added, after a pause, "that I herewith
return my fee minus, I regret to say?

"
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the sum of one shilling and twopence,
which in a moment of"?huDger, he was
about to say, but substituted " thoughtlessness, I expended. The debt I hope
to liquidate when?when when I obtain
some other employment."
Pennison's paying pupil took down her
glasses and her natural kindliness shone
in her eyes.
"But, my dear young man, it can't
possibly be that?that."
And then Pennison felt prompted to
tell the good old soul of all his struggles,
and when he came to a sudden stop she
broke in:
Now, Mr. Pennison, you just put on
your hat and come with me. I know the
very place to suit you. My friend Mr. Lang
is looking for a clerk, and you write a
good hand. I'm almost sure you would suit
him. But," she whispered, you had better go out and get your hair cut first.
You know business people have their
little fads, and they prefer the Puritan
style to the Cavalier. Now you take this
money and you can pay me back another
time. My dear, I too had my dreams?
once upon a time."
Pennison got the job, and was able to
repay his benefactor out of his first
month's salary, as well as to re-instate
himself in the gracesof his landlady.
Sometimes in a rare slack hour a piece
of manuscript is to be fouud between
the folios of his ponderous ledger. But
he does not idly moralize, and minds his
work, for in his brief revolt he learned
some useful lessons ; amongst others that
workers are not less useful than thinkers and more useful than dreamers; that
ideals are most likely to be realized when
they spring from the promptings of a
kindly heart; and, incidentally, that literature may be a good stick but a bad
crutch.? Catholic Fireside.
?

?

?
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Attention is called to the advertisement of William H. P>rine on page l(i of
this issue. Mr. Brine formerly lived in
Cambridge and is well known. He has
received a very liberal patronage from
Cambridge people since he has been in
business in Boston thirty-six years
and is proud of having paid IOOa on
the dollar during the whole time.
Twenty years the partner of John Harrington
ten years in present location.
?

?

?

Something must give

-

wa wnen ou grind clothes on a washboard
?itY won't>'be the board. Friction is simply
we ar. No matter how much you soak
them, if there's wear enough to get
fS

.

dirt out there's weai enough to
nurt You want something better
'
ian a lubricant. You want Pearlp*
me ?an automatic cleanser?starts
tne cnrt
tsc h?leaves noth?-===7
ing to be done but rinsing?no board
needed?saves rubbing?saves wear.
dm
tne

'

Soap's a back breaker; temper wrecker
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Medical.
THE USE AND ABUSE OF HEALTH.
In matters of health, paradoxical

THE SACKED HEART LIEVLKW.

TheHousewife.
ATTRACTIVE DISHES.

Ornamental dishes are easily preas the statement is, the battle is not pared if a little thought is given the
always to the strong. Indeed, it is subject at the right time, and one of
by no means rare to see cases where the articles most to be desired are
the direct cause of premature break- barberries on the stem. These can
down and death was an inherited be found at the market, or your
good constitution. It is with health market-man will order them for you
as with wealth
that which an an- from the country. Barberries can
cestor has labored long to accumu- be preserved in good form and color
late may be dissipated iD a short if cooked in hot vinegar for about
time by a spendthrift heir; while, on ten minutes, then put in glass jars
the other hand, men are apt to be
and sealed. The graceful coral-like
careful of that for which they have branches
will be found of great
personally struggled.
beauty for salad decoration where
It is an undoubted physiological the bunches lie on beds of lettuce.
fact that people who have inherited
Other ornamental dishes are, first,
good constitutions may, if they creamed onions served on a bed of
choose, and barring accidents, live celery leaves. Boil the onions in
long lives; yet how often we see the usual manner, and when soft
such people wasting thisgreatgift in place on a large platter, covered with
needless imprudences, priding them- fine-cut leaves of celery and lettuce.
selves on the impunity with which Over the onions use, for six onions,
they overtax nerve force on foolish
?

one-half pint finely chopped celery,
and over it all one pint of white
sauce or one pint of milk, thickened
with one tablespoonful of Hour or
cornstarch, a dash of pepper and
ture.
salt to taste. The addition of the
But sooner or later nature always
raw celery and hot sauce gives a fine
resents insult, andthe day of retribucelery flavor to the onions.
tion inevitably comes to the man who
For a carrot salad or any vegeuses his principal of health to gamtable of bright color use a white
ble with, instead of contenting him- sauce dressing, with garnish of parsself with the legitimate use of his
ley. For white cabbage salad,use letinterest.
tuce with the barberry clusters, and
This, of course, does not alter the
for red cabbage a white dressing
fact that one man may do things
with garnish of celery or lettuce
with impunity that would be suileaves and small balls of boiled rice,
cidal in another. Our parable still like snowballs amid the green.
holds good. His principal is larger,
Rice is one of the best foods, and,
and consequently his income is if steamed, will be light, sweet and
larger; nevertheless, let him be sat- beautiful.
isfied with his comfortable six per
A good rule is one cup of rice and
cent., and not tempt fate with wild- five cups of water. Steam the rice
cat schemes.
one hour in three cups of water, then
Still clinging to our metaphor, we add two cups of water and finish in
may say that, as there are many a slow oven, cooking about three
Dick Whittingtons, who come to hours. Salt to taste, and do not stir
town with a penny in the pocket, the rice after it begins to steam;
but with careful thrift end by being simply add the water and allow the
lord mayors, so it may be with many rice to take it up.
who are poor in physical health.
Potato salad can be made very
Recognizing their limitations, and attractive if garnished with eggs,
living wholesome, sanitary lives,they parsley and shredded beets. The
may actually create a constitution eggs and beets can be put through a
enabling them to enjoy long years of potato ricer, and sweet potato is very
health and happiness.
pretty done in the same way. SandThis end is not to be attained by wiches are very attractive, and are
a fussy over-occupation with quesmade round, square or three-cortions of hygiene, but by a brave de- nered, as a slice of bread cuts crosstermination, daily carried out, to way from corner to corner. A few
eat properly, sleep properly, breathe varieties are those made from wholeproperly, and pay due heed to na- wheat bread and spread with raw
ture's admonitions.
beef. Lady fingers spread with marIn this fight we have the comfort malade, crackers spread with cream
of knowing that nature herself is
cheese and nuts, thin sliced bread,
With ns, her tendency being ever butter and nuts, toasted crackers
away from disease and toward and nut butter, pirn olas and cheese,
health.
gingerbread and cheese, lobster and
finger-rolls,
Abuse of the stomach at dinner dressing served between
dressing
lobster
covered
with
and
will be paid sooner or later by that
shells,
cream-cake
in
and
served
Punishment which comes to the
which can be bought at any baker's.
glutton.
Any one of these rules will make
If You Feel
a pretty and simple luncheon dish,
" All Played Out"
Take Horsford's Acid Phosphate. as the sandwiches can be prepared
put in
It repairs broken nerve force, some time in advance and
clears the brain and strengthens the wet napkins to keep fresh. A large
stone iar is best to keep such foods
stomach.
pleasures, claiming that they "never
take cold," and boasting of their recuperative powers, in the possession
of which they continue to insult na-

in. Make the home table as attractive as possible every day for your
own family ; they can never be second to another.
Pastry is delicate and digestible
if made with shortening prepared
from beef trimmings, which are tried
out as leaf lard is. Secure the trimmings from good beef, avoiding the
kidney suet;then use the shortening
as lard or butter would be used, and
the result will be a delicate combination which any one can use with
safety. If the weather is warm and
the shortening becomes almost a
liquid, it will not impair the pastry,
but will be found very easy to mix,
and by putting it on the ice for ten
minutes, the pastry will roll evenly.
For this pastry on chicken pie, or
any meat pie, pull it into shape,
rather than roll it, as the less it is
handled the more delicate it is.

Marion A. Macßride.

THE USES OF BORAX.
To clean lamp-burners, take a
quart of warm water, to which add
a small lump of borax, set on the
stove, drop the burner in, and let
boil for five minutes. Take out of
the water, rub dry on an old flannel
cloth, then polish with whiting.
Drain-pipes flooded once a week
with hot borax water will be clean,
and free from all unpleasant odors.
Use a little powdered borax in
the water in which window-glass is
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Babbitt's best Soap ?the
top-cream of superlative soap
quality sells on merit to
folks who want their moneys
worth of soap ?no premi urns,

Only
Soap
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jewelry,
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Made by B. T. Babbitt, New York

makes an excellent disinfectant to
pour in foul places.
Strong borax water will give a,
brilliancy to china, glassware, and
silver washed in it. Cut flowers will

keep their freshness for a week or
ten days, if a small bit of borax is
placed in the water in which they
are placed.

Inflamed or sore lips will be
soothed and healed if bathed in a
weak solution of borax water. Dry
borax rubbed on a burn or scald
will relieve the pain, and prevent

blistering.
An excellent wash for a sore
throat
is made of borax, honey and
washed.
tea.
sage
Grease, if spilled on the kitchen
A littleborax added to starch will
table or floor, may be removed by give a gloss and stiffness to garcovering the spots with powdered ments.
borax, and pouring boiling water
Delicate muslins, organdies or
other wash fabrics will not fade if
over them.
Two tablespoonsful of powdered washed in borax water.
Eliza R. Parker.
borax added to a bucket of water
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Powder 1

GOLD DUST

that brightens your silver and cut glass will clean the ;3|
Kitchen Crockery. Gold Dust is a. dirt destroyer. M
nothing more. It never harms the article it comes in I
contact with. It simply makes it clean. For grea4est jj
economy buy the large package.

The N. K. Fairbank Company,
Chicago, St. Louis,

New York, Boston.
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Tom. Did Maud tell you the truth
when you asked her her age 1
?

Dick. Yes.
Tom.? What did she say ?
Dick.? She said it was none of my
?

?

?

______

"

a word she said."

"

The bossis goin' to give a dinner to
some of the boys," said the small politician. " I got an invite this mornin',
aad on the bottom of it was printed 'K.
8. Y. P.' What does that mean?
I wonder," mused the ward worker.
Maybe ' Y. P.' stands for Vice-President.' "
"Oh, I see it now," cried the other.
" ' Roosevelt Sure for Vice-President.'"

"

"

"

'
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on9">al and Genuine Worcestershire
w ?,
u D men anu a qo °d livers appreciate |l
*-' appetising relish given to Oyster- l|
the
cocktails, Welsh rarebits.Lobster Newburgh I
ar,u a dishes flavored with This sauce. A
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plained o' feelin' kind o' tired-like.

I

Mrs. McStingkr.? Do you mean to
say you've been married ten years an'
never had a quarrel with your husband?
" Did I hear you say, guard, that the Fair Stranger.?That is true, madam.
engine was at the rear end of the train ? "
" An you always let him have the
asked the old lady of the guard.
last word? "
" Yes, ma'am, we've got an engine at
Yes, madam I wouldn't for the
each end. It takes an extra one to push world
do anything to lessen my husus up the steep hills."
band's love for me. He might get care" Dear, dear ; what shall I do ; I'm less."
always so ill if I ride with my back to
" Careless?
"
" Yes. We are jugglers by profession,
the engine."
aud at two performances every day I
A little girl, before going out to a stand against a board while he throws
tea-party, was coached in conduct by a the knives."
fancy she needs a dose o' medicine.
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Great Clearance Sale. riMk.
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HEADWEAR.

CHILDREN'S

NOTE.?In this department we make it a rule never to carry any stock
from
07»e season to the next, hence the tremendous
sacrifice in //rices.
Children's Mull Bonnets from 25c to
,-c
Children's Embroidered Bonnets, made to show the hair. From $1 00 to
25c
Babies' Mull Caps, French Bonnets, Full Ruche,etc. from 50c to
ike
liaby Boys' Straw Hats from 83.25 to
$

'

51.25 Mini 81.30 to.each CA *"
-_
81.50 to, each

Another lot reduced from 82.25 and 81.75 to, each
A lot of.Silk Bonnets reduced from 75c, 81, 81.25 and 81.50 to each,

a
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rw/\

This lot consists of a lot of sample gloves
from Mills & Gibb, and also some repaired
gloves, formerly sold at 81.00 to 81.75.
Small lot of Pure Silk Gloves in tons,
Ladies'and Misses'sizes, reduced to 15c
Also a lot of Ladies' Pure Silk Gloves, in
modes, reduced from 50c, to
25c
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music."
The organ-grinder was discharged.
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HAMMOCKS MARKED DOWN TO
pi r»ep
r\|lT
V,
The Army

Hammock, canvas, from 81.<!<J
1.25
''aimer's Utopia from 83.75 to
1.88
to
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WRITING DESKS
T0 50c
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FROM $10

'

Straw Splashers, plain, each,
6c
Straw Splashers, painted, each,
8c
Children's Waterproof School Bags
i Sc
Scholars' Companions, each
5c
Mourning Stationary
Paper from 17c to,
rc
qr.
Envelopes from 17c to, bunch
C
Children's Jersey Bibbed Night Dresses
half wool, 2 to 4 years, worth Si Of]
" 2»
each
Lunch Boxes, reduced from 15 and 200 toc
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CHURCH BELLS l^h

*rom 81.00 to, each
75c
rom 25c to, each
17c
From 37c to, each
25c
to, each
*rom
1.50
25 doz. Band Bows, the regular 25c grade,
reduced for this sale to
7c

*

Karlh

Purest copper and tin only Terms, etc., free.
McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY Baltimore, MO.

BISQUE FIGURES, OLD IVORY FINISH.
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KID QLOVE SALE AT 49C.
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Boy.s'Duck Sailor Caps from 50c to
35c
uncirov
HOSIERY.
Veilings, remnants and short pieces.worth
Ladies'
Fast
Black
Seamless Hose, 100 f r
15, 20 and 25c yd
5c
doz, reduced for this sale to, a pair
Die
SAMPLE LINE CHILDREN'S REEFERS. Boys and girls' fast black seam- ILI'LK,
|_? r
17
less Hose, regular 2.5c quality
o
«,.ww,..
This is an extraordinary value,sizes sto 10
w
«m
« 9
B
From 810.00 to
3.98 Misses' Lace Lisle Hose(navv)sizes <i, 6 1-2,
7, 7 1-2 only, reduced from 25c to 12 I-2C
ILALt
kCr KAKAiUL
Piß4C.ni
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rr»
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HARV
I Orb rUK BABY
Misses plain Lisle Thread Hose, sizes, 0,
6 1-2,7, 7 1-2 only, reduced from 25c to 15c
CARRIAGES.
From 38c to
25c Boys' Ribbed Worsted Hose, sizes 5, 8 ami
9 only, worth 38c, now
From 50c to
38c
17c
From7seto
50c Infants' Black Hose, ribbed tops, sizes 4,
4 1-2,5,5 1-2, (i, worth2sc per pair
oc
BABY CARRIAGE ROBES.
UMDERW.in
URHtRWEAR,
From 82.25 to
$1 in
8 medlum weight Shirts and
|Q r
From 81.37 to
87c
Drawers reduced to
From 81.00 to
«oc
n8 JerBey Shirts aud Drawers reFrom(')9cto
Cr
7ic
'J
Xc J?
Fromo'2cto
JT
~ lduSed f,rODl
Children
s Gauze\
ests and
Pants,sizes C r
(ienuinc (iuyot Braced, reduced from
lti and 18 only, reduced to
OL
50c to
Sizes 22 to :« from 25c, to
10c
35c
Ladies'pink,
blue
and
.Jersey
Cuffs,
black
|A r
Reversible Link
reduced from
I
Vests,
reduced
to
V/V<
pair
to,
20c
10c
Ladies'ecru Lisle Jersey Vests and \Q r
?'*
Pants, actual value 50c
To open the Season.
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An Italian organ-grinder had been
playing before the house of a very
irascible old gentleman, who furiously
and with wild gesticulations ordered
him to " clear off." The organ-grinder,
however, continued to grind away, till
finally the old gentleman had him arrested for disturbance. At the police
court the magistrate asked why he did
not leave when requested to do so.
" Me no understan' moosch Ingleese,"
was the reply.
"Well," said the magistrate, "but
you must have understood what he
meant when he kept stamping his feet
and waving his arms."
"No ?me not know," replied the
Italian. "Me tink he come to dance to
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A lot of odd sizes in Mull Bonnets reduced from
A lot of odd sizes Muslin Bonnets, from

There was no further conversation
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" Well," remarked a lounger at the
railway station in a college town, the
day after commencement, I know, of
"
course, that's what she is, but I should
hardly have expected her to label her
trunk so."
" What do you mean? " asked another
lounger.
" Don't you see? " rejoined the first,
pointing at the letters, S. G. G.," conspicuously marked on" a large trunk
standing on end at the edge of the platform. "That means ' Sweet (iirl (Graduate.' "
" My name, sir," austerely replied a
dignified young woman standing near,
" is Sylvia Gale Gibson."
concerning that trunk.

:
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fond mamma. " You may take cake
Farmer (to medical man).?lf you get twice, if
it is offered you; but, if you are
out my way any time, doctor, I wish
asked
a
third time, you must say, with
you'd stop and see my wife. I think
all possible politeness, 'No, thank you!'"
she ain't feelin' well.
On her return home, she gave assurance
Doctor.? What makes you think so?
that she had followed the instructions.
Farmer. Well, this mornin', after
" But," she added, " the servant
she had milked the cows, an' fed the
cake to me a fourth time."
pigs, an' got breakfast for the men, an' brought
And what did you say then? "
"
washed the dishes, an' built a fire under
was the startling rejoinder,
" Oh,"I thought
the copper in the wagh'ouse, an' done "then
of papa; and I said,
a few odd jobs about the 'ouse,she com- 'Take it away, and don't bother me!' "

Why Just Read Some of Them.
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" Mother," said little Johnny, peering in between the uncut leaves of a
magazine, " how ever did they get the business.
printing in there? "
"Gentlemen of the jury," said the
the other day, " there are just
lawyer
"This is called a problem story, but
the problem is not yet apparent to me." thirty-six hogs. Please remember the
fact ?just
times as many as in
" Wait till you get to the end. You the jury-box,three
gentlemen." That lawyer
will then wonder why you ever read it."
did not win the case.
He.? Oh, yes, I have heard him sing.
Mr. Gaswell. I wonder why MinisI admire him very much.
ter
Conger's messages are all undated.
She.? Keally, you don't mean it?
He.? It isn't his singing I admire ; it's Do you suppose he omits the date to
save cable tolls?
his nerve.
Mrs. Gaswell. No, I don't. It's my
"Some folks," said Uncle Eben, "imopinion those Chinese Boxers have
agines dey deserves credit foh being stolen his calendar.
contented, in spite o' poverty, when dc
A country minister, after a sermon of
real troof is dat dey'd rather loaf dan
seventeen heads, remarked, " Brethren,
work an' earn money."
we can not avoid the conclusion!"
" Madge, what did Maud say when "Thank heaven for that! " remarked
she called?"
the rich man of the parish.
I've been
To tell the truth, she had on such a afraid for the past hour you "were going
lovely pink shirt-waist that I didn't hear to."
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TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.
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DOMINION LINE.
QUEENBTOWM
RnQTfIM
DUO lUN

LIVKHPOOL
Kant Mail and Passenger Service
by the Twin-ScrewS. S.

Commonwealth

New England

(New) 13,000 Tons
11,600 Tons
New England sails Wed., Aug. 15, Sept X,

Oct. 10.

Commonwealth sails Wed., Oct. 17, Nov. M.
REDUCED RATES NOW IN FORCE.
Saloon, »00 upwards; im\ Saloon, UtlM and
*40; Third Class, *25.50.

Montreal, Quebeo, Liverpool Service.

Vancouver, Aug. 11.
Dominion, Aug. Hfc
Winter Rates?Saloon, »55; 2nd Cabin, «.').'>?
Company's Office, 77 State street.

KICHAKDS, MILLS & CO., Man's; A«H'

